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MODULAR B IOWASTE MONITORING SYSTEM 
FINAL REPORT 
The objective of the Modular Biowaste Monitoring System Program was to gene-
rate and evaluate hardware for supporting SHUTTLE life science experimental 
and diagnostic programs. /l.n initia"j conceptual design effort establ ished 
requirements and defined an overall modular system for the collection, 
measurement, sampling and storage of urine and feces biowastes. This con-
ceptual design effort was followed by the design, fabrication and perform-
ance evaluation of a flight prototype rrodel urine collection, volume measure-
ment and sampling capability. No operational or performance deficiencies 
were uncovered as a result of the performance evaluation test. 
2.0 BACKGROUND 
The acquisition of crew biomedical data has been an important task on all 
manned space missions from Project Mercury through the Skylab Program. The 
monitoring of biowastes from the cre!"/ is a valuable part of this activity. 
On early missions, emphasis was placed on the collection and return of bio-
waste samples for post mission analysis; on later missions such as Skylab, 
equipment for inflight measurement of urine/feces volume or mass was also 
added. For SHUTTLE, sampling and real-time measurements plus an increase 
in automation are anticipated requirements. The Modular Biowaste Monitor-
ing System program, Contract ~AS9-l374B, was intended to be a first step in 
defining and developing biowaste monitoring hardware for use in the SHUTTLE 
ORBITER and/or SPACELAB programs. 
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The effort under Contract NAS9-13748 was accomplished in two steps. An 
initial conceptual design effort established requirements and defined an 
overall modular system for monitoring urine and fecal biowastes. This 
effDrt was followed by the design, fabriction and performance evaluation 
of flight prototype hardware for the collection, volume measurement and 
sampl~ng of urine. 
3.0 CONCEPTUAL DESIGN STUDY 
The objective of the conceptual design study was to define requirements 
and generate a conceptual design for a Modular Biowaste Monitoring System 
for specifically supporting SHUTTLE life science experimental and diagnos-
tic programs. Table 1-1 lists the general performance requirements for 
the ~ystem. These requirements were expanded, with the assistance of the 
NASA Technical Monitor, into a detail performance requirements specificat-
ion. 
Table 1-2 summarizes results of the conceptual design study. As noted, 
the modular concept as applied to the Biowaste Monitoring System is feas-
ible and will permit scaling the system capability to fit the need for a 
specific SHUTTLE mission. Two independent baseline subsystems are re-
commended, a urine SIS for urine collection and volume measurement and a 
feces SIS for feces collection and mass measurement. These basel ine con-
fi gurations presume that, as a minimum, vol ume or mass 'measurement wi 11 
be required to complement the urine and feces collection capability of 
the system. Eight other modules are proposed for extending the baseline 
capability to meet the full performance requirement of the Biowaste Mon-
itoring System. These modules are for urine analysis and for urine and 




Table 1-1 Modular Biowaste Monitoring System 
General Performance Regui rements 
(a) The modular system shall provide for the collection and automatic 
sampling and storage of urine and feces. 
(b) The modular system shall automatically measure urine volume and 





The modular system shall include an automatic capability for limited (Na+, K+, Ca++, Cl- and TBD ions and pH) real time chemical analysis 
of individual micturitions. 
The modular system shall provide for multipersonal use, both male and 
female. 
The modular system shall be aucumated to minimize spacecraft crew 
time requirements. 
The system shall be modular in configuration so that functional cap-
ability can be easily increased or decreased depending on the life 




TABLE 1-2 SUMMARY, CONCEPTUAL DESIGN STUDY RESULTS 
MODULAR APPROACH PRACTICAL 
• 2 INDEPENDENT BASELINE SIS's 
• 8 ADD-ON MODULES (URINE ANALYSIS, URINE AND FECES SAMPLING AND 
STORAGE AND FLUSH FLUID) 
• TAILORED PLUMING/WIRING INTERCONNECT HARDWARE 
POWER/WEIGHT MAY BE EXCESSIVE, PARTICULARILY FOR TOTAL CAPABILITY 
• REVIEW SAMPLING REQUIREMENTS 
QUANTITY/TYPE/SIZE 
STORAGE VOLUME/TEMPERATURE 
FLUSH FLUIDS (CROSS-CONTAMINATION) 
_I N_T_EGRffi,O",N!....!!.;W I'-!.T!,!.H ..!.!W""'CS~PR!!.!A~CT..!.I"!.CA!!:.L 
• WCS CAN BE COMPLETELY INTEGRATED INTO BIOHASTE MONITORING SYSTEM 
• POTENTIAL PROBLEM AREAS, REVIEW/DETERMINE 
EQUIPMENT LOCATION 
POWER AVAILABILITY 
FLU ID DISPOSAL 
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These add-on modules, then, provide the necessary operating flexibility for 
meeting the anticipated variable experimental and diagnostic requirements 
of the SHUTTLE program. Each add-on module includes structural support 
elements with provision for mating with corresponding interface points in 
each baseline SIS assembly. However, each possible baseline SIS and add-
on module combination will require a specifically tailored interconnect 
cabling and plumbing assembly. 
Based on estimates for the total capability of the Biowaste Monitoring 
System and maximum mission conditions (6 men, 30 days), total weight and 
power (307 lbs. plus 445 lbs. of expendables and 565 watts peak) may be 
incompatable with SHUTTLE capability. Since the bulk of the weight and 
power required are to satisfy sampling requirements, a review of sample 
size, quantity and type, storage temperature and need for refrigerated 
storage and cross-contamination requirements is recommended. 
Integration of the Shuttle Waste Collection System (WCS) with the Biowaste 
Monitoring System was investigated. As presently defined, the WCS is 
readily integrated into the Biowaste Monitoring System. Equipment common-
ality is excellent, however, a possible equipment installation problem 
exists for an integrated assembly. 
The conceptual design study is covered in detail in GE report No. 74SD4254. 
4.0 FLIGHT PROTOTYPE MODEL 
The function of the BMS flight prototype model is to collect, measure the 












Figure 4-1 shows the basic unit; Figure 4-2 the system block diagram. 
Major design requirements are summarized in Table 4-1. 
4.1 Desi gn 
The BM5 flight prototype model description and operation are as described 
in the 0, M and H Manual, GE report No. 755054217, included herein as 
appendix 6.1. 
Specifications, analyses and design activity supporting the generation of 
flight quality drawings defining the BM5 flight prototype model are report-
ed in detail and chronologically in the following interim reports: 
"Interim Design Status Report", December 1974, 
GE Report No. 755054203. 
"Preliminary Design Review Repot't", January 1975, 
GE Report No. 755054206. 
"Critical Design Review Report", May 1975, 
GE Report No. 755054224. 
Other supplemental design information is included in appendix 6.2. 
4.2 Fabri ca tion And Assemb ly 
The BM5 prototype model was fabricated and assembled to substantially reflect 
the flight design in form and function. In some instances, commercial quality 
parts were SUbstituted for high rel parts. Also the level of inspection 
was less then that normally employed for flight quality hardware. However, 
all critical dimensions were inspected to assure compliance with the draw-
ings. In addition; limited burn-in of electronic parts was accomplished 
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Table 4-1 BMS Flight Prototype Major Design Reguirements Summary 
Urine Collection 
• Male/Female Users 
• Pneumatic Transport 
• Micturition Volume 
1000 ml Maximum 
35 ml Minimum 
• Micturition Rate 
25 ml/Second Maximum 
Urine Volume Measurement 
• Each Micturition 
• Real Time 
• Error, t 2% Maximum (Of Actual Volume) 
Urine Sampl ing 
• User Opti on 
I 0 to 20 ml (User Controlled) 
• Chemical Additive (For Preservation) 
• Cross-Contamination, 0.5 ml Maximum 
System Operation 
• Semi-Automatic 
• 28 VDC and 115/200 Volt, 4UO Hz, 3 Phase, 4 Wire 
Wye Conn~cted Power 
• Water Flush (For Cross-Contamination Control) 
• WCS* Interconnection (For Transport Airflow and Fluid Dump) 




• Crew Size, 7 Users Maximum 




Deviations in the flight prototype model from the flight design have been 
recorded. Broadly, these changer encompassed drawing errors, changes in 
cycle timing and substitution of a solenoid valve (Skinner type B2, two-
way NC subminiature) for the check valve located downstream of the urine 
pump. 
4.3 Performance Eva"! uation 
Laboratory tests of the BMS flight prototype model were conducted to de-
monstrate operability under both normal and contingency operating modes 
and to obtain performance data. The tests were divided into four cat-
egories, i.e., operational procedures, volume measurement, sampling and 
mechanical/electronic. Test results are reported in detail in Appendix 
6.4. No operational or performance deficiencies were uncovered. 
4.4 Recommendations 
Based on the experience with the flight prototype model, incorporation of 
several design changes into the final flight design is recommended. 
These are: 
(a) Relocate the solenoid valve to a position downstream (instead 
of upstream) of the sampling port. This change will reduce the 
residual volume between the phase separator and sampl'fng port, 
thereby increasing the effectiveness of the PURG cycle. 
(b) Add a 15 second delay after initiation of PURG or DUMPcycles to 
prevent volume measurement and start of these cycles until the 
end of the delay period. This will assure stabilization of the 
fluid vortex in the phase separator before volume measurement 
occurs. 
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(c) Improve linearity of the volume measurement. Although not man-
datory, the convenience of one equation (for calculating volume) 
over the current four equations is obvious. Also the number of 
calibration tests may be substantially reduced if the volume 
measurement is linear. 
5.0 GROUND SUPPORT EQUIPMENT 
To facilitate testing, both at GE and NASA, GSE as shown in Figures 5-1 and 
5-2 and \~as designed and fabricated. The "console" controls power to the 
BMS flight prototype, provides a transport airflovi and odor filtering cap-
ability plus TLM decoder and paper tape recorder and provides a convenient 
mounting and sto\~age arrangement for the flight prototype model. Additional 
information is included in appendix 6.5. 
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FIGURE 5-2 GROUND SUPPORT EQUIPMENT WITH BMS FLIGHT PROTOTYPE HARDWARE ATTACHED 
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6.0 APPENDIX 
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Foreword 
This document defines the Operating, Maintenance and 
Handling procedures for the SHUTTLE ORBITER Biowaste 
Monitoring System. NASA technical direction was 
provided by Mr. R. L. Sauer, Contract Technical Monitor, 
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1.0 GENERAL DESCRIPTION 
PRELIMINARY 
PART I - SYSTEM DATA 
The basic function of the Biowaste Monitoring System (BMS) is to support 
SHUTTLE ORBITER life science experimental and diagnostic programs. This is 
accomplished thru the collection, volume measurement and sampling of urine 
from each micturition of selected crew members. Major system design require-
ments are summarized in Table 1-1. 
Figure 1-1 illustrates the fUnctional aspects of the BMS. The system equip-
ments for performing these functions are, with three exceptions, contained 
within one integrated assembly as shown in Figure 1-2. A urinal assembly 
and portable flush water reservoir assembly are located TBD; sample con-
tainers, prior to and after use, are stored TBD. 
Interfaces with the SHUTTLE ORBITER are summarized in Table 1-2. Figures 
1-3 and 1-4 show the location of the system for both launch and operational 
use. For launch and until deployed for operational use, the system will 
be stored TBD; for operational use, the system will be located TBD. The 
sample containers, after usc, may be stored at ambient conditions or re-
frigerated. 
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Table 1-1. Bf1S Major Design Requirements Summary 
Urine Collection 
• Male/Female Users 
o Pneumatic Transport 
• Micturition Volume 
1000 ml Maximum 
35 ml Minimum 
• Micturition Rate 
25 ml/Second Maximum 
Uri ne Volume f1easurement 
• Each Micturition 
D Real Time 
• Error,.:!:. 2% Maximum (Of Actual Volume) 
Urine Sampling 
• User Option 
• 0 to 20 ml (User Controlled) 
• Chemical Additive (For Preservation) 
• Cross-Contamination, 0.5 ml Maximum 
System Operation 
• Semi-Automatic 
• 28 VDe and 115/200 Volt, 400 Hz, 3 Phase, 411ire 
Wye Connected Power 
• Water Flush (For Cross-Contamination Control) 
• WCS* Interconnection (For Transport Airflow and Fluid Dump) 
• Data to TLM Micturition Volume 
User 10 
Container Number 
• Crew Size, 7 Users [iaximum 
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Table 1-2. SHUTTLE ORBITER/BMS Interface Summary 
Location (Operationai) 
• Adjacent to WCS 
• Sample Container Storage TBD 
Mechanical 
• Fuel Cell Water supply Via QD 




I 28 VDC and 115/200 Volt, 400 Hz, 3 Phase, 4 Wire Wye Connected 
Power, Panel Location TBD . 
Communication 
TBD Watts Maximum (Peak) 
TBD Watts Average 




Sample Container Number 
• Thermal Energy Rej ected to Ambi ent 
TBD BTU/Hour Average 
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FIGURE 1-3. BMS LAUNCH INSTALLATION 










2.0 SYSTEM ELEMENTS 
2.1 System Operation 
Figures 2-1 illustrate the system block diagram. Briefly, the system op-
erating sequence for urine collection, volume measurement and sampling is 
as follows: 
a. The user activates the BMS. This supplies power to the various 
system elements and automatically activates the WCS. This latter 
action provides the transport airflow and waste fluid dump source 
necessary for operating the BMS. 
b. The user adjusts the urinal and micturates. 
c. During micturition, the phase separator conditions and stores the 
incoming urine. Conditioning consists of transport air removal, 
gross particulate filtering and mixing to achieve a homogeneous 
urine mixture. 
d. When micturition is completed, the user replaces the urinal and 
initiates the purge cycle. Volume measurement data are obtained 
at initiation of the purge cycle. 
e. The purge cycle replaces the fluid residual in the urine pump, 
sampling port and associated plumbing with urine from the just 
completed micturition. 
f. The user installs a sample container. 
g. The user controls filling of the sample container via manual 
control of urine pump act,ion. 
- 7 -
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FIGURE 2-1 Br4S BLOCK DIAGRAM 
.... _- .. 
h. The user removes the filled sample container. 
i. The user initiates the dump cycle, causing the remaining urine to 
be pumped from the phase separator to the HCS for disposal. 
j. Volume measurement data, user 10 and sample container number are 
automatically sent to the TLM connection. This event occurs at the 
completion of the dump cycle. 
k. At completion of the dump cycle, a Ivater flush cycle is automati-
cally initiated. ~Jater from the flush water reservoir is flushed 
thru the system to remove the urine residual and thus minimize 
cross-contamination between samples. 
1. After completion of the flush cycle, the system (and WCS) is auto-
matically deactivated, ready for the next user. 
The above sequence is shown in Figures 2-2 and 2-3 and is defined in greater 
detail in Part II and in the Appendix of this document. Note that most 
functions performed by the system are accomplished automatically but with 
each step manually initiated by the user. Also, sampling is at the option 
of the user in ~Ihich case the purge and sampling cycles are omitted. 
2.2 Element Description 
Functionally, the BMS can be divided into some six areas, (1) urine collection, 
(2) phase separation, (3) volume measurement, (4) sampling, (5) ~Iater flush, 
(6) and control logic and power conditioning. Equipments to implement these 
functions, with the exception of the portable flush water tank, are packaged 
in a single assembly of approximately 0.5 ft 3 and with overall dimensions of 
9 X 10 X 10.5 inches. When mounted for operational use, one surface ~lill be 
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FUNCTION 
POWER VIA CKT BKR 
POWER ON VIA COLL SWITCH ACTUATION (PHASE SEPARATOR, 
ELECTRONICS ACTIVATED ; WCS ACTIVATED VIA BMS) 
SET USER ID SELECT S~IITCH 
OPERATING STATUS CHECK 
POSITION URINAL/11ICTURATE 
ACTUATE PURGE SWITCH 
OBTAIN VOLUME MEASUREMENT DATA 
URINE PUI1P ON 
INSTALL SAMPLE CONTAINER 
' ''""'1ACTUATE SAMP SWITCH TO FILL SAMPLE 
CONTAINER 
REMOVE SAMPLE CONTAINER Q ACTUATE DUMP SWITCH 
~1tURINE DUMP TO WCS 
FLUSH CYCLE 
l 
POWER OFF, SYSTEM READY FOR 
NEXT USER 
DATA TO TLM (VOLUME DATA, 
USER 10. SAMPLE 
CONTAINER 10) 
ACTUATE DU:,lP SWITCH 
OBTAIN VOLU~lE MEASUREMENT DATA 
&UJ",,"-, URI NE DU~IP TO WCS 
FLUSH CYCLE 
POWER OFF, SYSTEM READY FOR NEXT 
USER 
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secured to the deck immediately adjacent to the WCS. Total weight of the 
dry assembly (less sample containers) is 26.3 lbs. 
The basic BMS assembly consists of the functional elements mounted within 
an aluminum structure on appropriately located support members. Protective 
aluminum panels are provided for enclosing the structure, certain of which 
are removable as required for maintenance. For safety considerations, 
electronic and fluid components are isolated from each other and the habitable 
environment. All interface connection points are mounted on one side of 
the structure. These provide connections fo the flush water reservoir, 
power/telemetry cable, WCS dump connection and WCS ON-OFF control. 
2.2.1 Urine Collection 
Figure 2-4 shows the hardware used for urine collection, consisting essen-
tially of a funnel shaped urinal and dual flex hoses. All incoming fluid 
(urine or flush water) is conveyed by the transport air thru the larger 
diameter flex hose from the urinal and into the phase separator. The smaller 
flex hose directs flush water from the flush water pump to the urinal. The 
flush water enters the urinal from two small spray nozzles. The nozzles 
are spaced and oriented to cover the inner surface of the urinal with a 
film of flush water. The transport airflow prevents escape of the flush 
water into the enVironment. 
The urinal is a contact (fitted) type suitable for both male and female users. 
The urinal may be hand held or mated to the WCS urinal position adjustment 
mechanism. This latter mode is recommended for users in the seated 








FIGURE 2-4 (a). BMS URINE COLLECTION 
FIGURE 2-4 (b). BMS URINE COLLECTION ASSEMBLY (INTERFACE CA~ REMOVED) 
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adjustment mechanism, the urinal must be positioned against the user with 
about a 7 to 10 lb. force (automatically provided by Wcs position adjustment 
mechanism). This approach provides positive urine containment. Also, the 
positioning force results in the labia being opened thereby assuring a more 
integrated, direct flow of urine. For female use, the transport air enters 
the urinal along a flow restrictive circumferential opening. The resulting 
high velocity airflow, directed at the labia/vulva area and the opening of 
the labia (as noted above), effectively removes any urine residual. 
Protection of users from microbiological cross-contamination is an important 
consideration. The BMS accomplishes this protection by personalizing the 
interface between the urinal opening and the user. Each user is provided 
with his or her urinal interface cap. The personalized interface cap is 
placed over the urinal opening (snap fit) and r~moved after micturition is 
completed. The interface cap may be cleaned and/or sanitized by the user as 
required or desired. 
2.2.2 Phase separation 
The phase separator assembly is shown in Figure 2-6 and consists of the phase 
separator, phase separator motor drive, pressure, rpm and airflow sensors and 
dryer. The major functions of the phase separator are to store and condition 
the incoming urine prior to sampling and/or volume measurement. Conditioning 
consists of transport air removal, gross particulate filtering and mixing 
(to assure a homogeneous urine mixture). 
The phase separator is a dynamic type, utilizing a rotating impe110r within 
a stationary OL!ter housing. The centrifugal action caused by the rotating 
impellor forms a liquid (urine) vortex within the inner periphery of the 




rn"'~ SEPARATOR MOTOR DRI E 
SENSOR ELECTRO. ICS 
FIGURE 2-6. PHASE SEPARATOR ASSEt1BLY 
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vortex. The rot",ting impellor is driven by a 200 volt. 3 phase. 400 HZ 
induction torque motor. An integral gearbox is used to reduce the output 
speed to about 400 rpm under no load condition. 
The rpm. pressure and airflow sensors provide diagnostic information to the system 
control electronics. The rpm and pressure sensors alert the user to possi-
ble phase separator malfunction conditions. This assures the user that the 
phase separator is rotating and that no more than a minimal residual volume 
of fluid is in the phase separator. The pressure and rpm sensors are also 
used in the system to determine volume measurement data as noted in Section 
2.2.3 below. The airflow sensor assures the user that the BMS is connected 
to the WCS and that the WCS is operational. 
Under some environmental conditions. moisture can condense on inner surfaces 
of, the pressure sensor and thereby cause a. mal function. A sil ica gel dryer, 
located within the phase separator housing. is provided to prevent this type 
malifunction. The dryer is sized for the maximum SHUTTLE ORBITER mission. 
2.2.3 Volume Measurement 
Total micturition volume measurement is accomplished by using thp phase separator 
assembly as a volume sensor. The instantaneous fluid vOlume in the rotating urine 
vortex is proportional to the peripheral pressure generated by the vortex 
divided by the rotational speed of the impe110r squared. Thus for the specific 
phase separator geometry. 
Urine Volume = K (-E \X 
SW2) 
where p = vortex peripheral pressure. psi 
(1) 
\oJ = Impe 11 or rotati ona 1 ve 1 o city , rad/ sec. 
S = urine specific gravity 




When micturition is completed, as indicated by user initiation of the purge 
or dump cycles (see operating sequence in Part II of this document), volume 
measurement data, i.e. vortex pressure and rotational velocity, are stored 
for subsequent dump to the SHUTTLE ORBITER TLM system. When received at the 
ground station, this data is combined (assuming an average value for S) us-
ing equation (1) to give the total micturition volume. When soecific grav-
ity data is available from post flight analysis of the urine samples, the 
volume measurement may be recalculated using the actual value of S. 
2.2.4 Sampling 
The sampling assembly and typical sample container are shown in Figures 2-7 
and 2-8. The sample container is similar to that of a common laboratory 
syringe. If a sample is desired, the user inserts the sample container into 
the sampl ing assembly so that tile contai ner "needle" penetrates the duck 
bill septum in the sampling port. Needle penetration continues until the 
needle contacts the tip seal, thereby blocking the outlet floVI parth. The 
sample container is then rotated 90 0 to lock it in position. If this rota-
tion is not accomplished, urine pump action is inhibited and the sample con-
tainer cannot be filled. On user command via the SAt·1P switch, the ul'ine pump 
forces urine into the sample container via the needle, moving the sample 
container piston toward the filled end. The sample size, up to 20 ml maximum, 
is controlled by the user via the SAMP switch. The sample container is back 
lighted to assist the user in visually estimating the sample size. In case 
of an overfill malfunction, the plston is positively retained in the sample 
container; the container is designed to withstand the maximum pressure capability 
of the urine pump. The sample container is coded with an identification number 
which is read by an optical ID reader integral with the sampling assembly. 
When the sample container is filled, the user removes the sample container 




FIGURE 2-7. SAMPLING ASSEMBLY 




storage. Note that the position of the piston is a ready visual indication 
of the use condit'ion of the sample container. 
2.2.5 Cross-Contamination Control 
2.2.5.1 Purge 
At the completion of the previous BMS use cycle, the urine pump, solenoid 
valve, sampling port and connecting tubing are filled with a flush water/ 
urine mixture. This residual mixture is predominately flush \~ater; the 
urine constituent (from the preceeding micturition) will be less than 0.5 
grams of the total. If a urine sample is desired, this residual mixture 
must be purged from the system. This is accomplished automatically on 
user command (by actuation of the PURG switch). Actuation of the PURG 
switch operates the urine pump for a fixed time period (1.6 seconds) 
sufficient to dump the residual mixture to the HCS. Thus at the end of 
the purge cycle, the urine pump, solenoid valve, sampling port and connect-
ing tubing a filled with "fresh" urine and the sampling cycle can be ac-
complish without significant cross-contamination of the sample. 
2.2.5.2 Flush 
The last function to be accomplished during a system use cycle is a water 
flush. This water flush of the entire system is provided to minimize the 
urine residual remaining in the system and thus minimize cross-contamination 
from sample to sample. The water flush also minimizes odors due to urine 
decomposition and microorganism growth. 
The equipments for accomplishing tllis function are a portable flush water 
reservoir (See Figure 2-9), and motor driven pump. The portable tank is a 
bladder tYPE: design having a capacity of 5 Hters of ~Iater. This capacit.Y. 
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FIGURE 2-9 (a). PORTABLE ,LUSH WATER TA~K ASSEi~BLY 
SUlSOR ADJUST 
FIGURE 2-9(h). FLUSH ,lATER PL;~P 
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is sufficient for one day of operational use of the system under maximum 
(7) user conditions. However, refilling on a 24-hour cycle is y·equired. 
Fuel cell product water (or equal) is used for the supply; attachment is 
via the flex hose and quick disconnect connector. ~Iater flushing of the 
system is accomplished automatically at the end of the dump cycle. The 
pump pressurizes water fl"om the reservoir, the water entering the system 
via the urinal. About 60 ml of water Cite used per flush; two flushes are 
required for a complete flush cycle after each system use. 
2.2.6 Control 
Figure 2-10 shows the system electronics package. This package contains 
the power conditioning ciruitry and logic for controlling the various system 
ope,ations. The user initiates the various steps in the system operating 
cycle via the control/display panel, see Figure 2-11. Thus on commands 
from the user, via the control panel, the electronics automatically directs 
the urine collection, purge, volume measurement, sampling and water flush 
functions. The various system sensors provide feedback information. This 
information is electronically correlated and forms the basis for the next 
step in the cycle. 
The control/di~play panel provides the operating interface bet~Jeen the user 
and the system. As such, the displays provide system operating information 
to the user while the controls provide the means for the user to initiate 
system acti ons . Controls are min ima 1, consi sti ng of four to~gl e s~.i tches 
Iti th correspondin[l status 1 igilts, tVIO circuit l:reakers and a multi -position 
user identification selector switch. The latter is designed to minimize user 
10 error by requiring rotation to the RSET position before setting to the 
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Five malfunction conditions are indicated by a flashing condition of the 
COll switch status light. A check for these malfunction conditions is 
automatically made immediate following user activation of the COll switch. 
Phase separator rpm, the presence of fluid in the in the phase separator 
and transport airflow from the WCS are checked by built-in test sensors. A 
low phase separator rpm indicates probably phase separator failure; fluid 
in the phase separator exceeding a minimum volume indicates possible failure 
of the urine pump. The airflow sensor determines that the BMS is connected 
to the WCS and that the WCS is operational. Incorrect setting of user ID 
and sample container installed are the remaining two malfunction conditions 
indicated by a flashing condition of the COll switch status light. Until 
corrected, these latter three malfunction conditions inhibit further system 
operation. If the malfunction indication persists, contingency operating 
procedures must be investigated. 
Two use options are provided, a volume measurement and sampling option and 
a volume measurement only option. Actuation of either the PURG, SAMP and/or 
DUMP switches completes the user control inputs needed to complete a total 
use cycle. For the volume m~asurement only option, the DUMP switch is used 
(PURG and SAMP bypassed). In this use option, the system automatically 
measures the total micturition volume and flushes the system with water from 
the portable flush water tank. For the volume measurement and sampling 
option, a urine sample is also obtained. 







PART II-MISSION OPERATIONAL PROCEDURES 
4.0 NORMAL PROCEDURES 
4.1 Installation in SHUTTLE ORBITER 
4.1.1 Mechani.::al 
a. TBD (BMS assembly, portable water reservoir, sample containers) location 
in SHUTTLE ORBITER and interconnected to WCS. Special tools, etc. TBD 
4.1.2 Electrical 
a. TBD power/TLM cable connection(s) to TBD location(s) in SHUTTLE ORBITER 
and to WCS. 
b. TBD ground cable connection beu1een BMS and SHUTTLE ORBITER ground 
(TBD location). 
4.2 Post Installation Checkout 
The intent of post installation checkout is to verify successful BMS operation vlhen 
installed in the SHUTTLE ORBITER. Checkout will consist of two activities, 
installation/interface verification and system test, as specified below. 
4.2.1 Insta1lation/Interface Verification 
a. Visually verify that each individual installation specified in 4.1 above 
has been accomplished. 
b. Fill portable flush water reservoir by mating reservoir flex fill line 
quick disconnect with mating fuel cell ~Iater supply disconnect. Determine 
visually that tank is completely filled. 
4.2.2 Integrated System Test 
4.2.2.1 Power ON 
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4.2.2.2 Volume r~easurement/Sampling Option 
4.2.2.2.1 Collection Cycle 
, 
, 
a. Verify that Purg, SAMP and DUMP switch actuation prior to Call switch 
actuation will not cause BMS openation. 
b. Start collection cycle by act~ation of Call switch. 
c. Select representative user 10 ah/apply to BMS via USER ID SEl switch. 
d. Verify that COll switch status light' goes from flashing to full on 
condition. If flashing continues, a possible hardware malfunction is 
indicated; removal from the'spacecraft for further testing may be required. 
e. Verify that the WCS is operational. 
f. Inject 500 .:t. 0.5 ml of ambient temperature potable water into the system 
via the urinal. Place urinal in stand-up position to prevent trapping 
fluid in the urinal hose. Input rate should be controlled (operator 
judgment) to less than 25 ml/second. 
4.2.2.2.2 Purge Cycle 
a. Initiate the purge cycle by actuation of the PURG switch. 
b. Verify that PURG switch light activated to full on condition and COll 
switch status light tlrned off. 
c. At end of the purge cycle, verify that PURG switch status light off and 
SAMP switch status light activated to flashing condition. 
4.2.2.2.3 Sampling Cycle 
a. Connect sample container. Verify that SAMP switch status light does not 
go to full on condition until sample container in locked position and 
that sample container illumination lights are activated to full on condition. 
b. Acquire sample by single or multiple actuations of SAMP switch. 
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c. Remove sample container. Verify that SAMP sWitch status and sample 
container illumination lights turned off and DUMP switch light is 
activated to flashing condition. 
4.2.2.2.4 Dump Cycle 
a. Initiate dump cycle by actuation of the DUMP switch. Verify that DUMP 
switch status light changed from flashing to full on condition. 
b. Verify that micturition volume measurement data, user ID and sample 
container number transmitted to SHUTTLE ORBITER TLM. 
c. Verify by calculation that volume measurement data is consistent with 
the 500 ml input and that user ID and sample container number were 
correctly determined by the system. NOTE: The system must contain a 
liquid residual from a recent test for accurate volume measurement 
results. 
d. Verify that first urinal water flush occurs about 65 seconds (for 500 
ml input) after initiation of dump cycle and that second urinal flush 
occurs about 40 seconds after completion of first flush input. 
e. Verify that the DUMP sWitch status light out and WCS deactivated about 
40 seconds after completion of second urinal water flush. 
4.2.2.3 Volume Measurement Only Option 
4.2.2.3.1 Collection Cycle 
a. Start collection cycle by actuation of COLL switch. 
b. Select representative user ID and apply to BMS via USER ID SELECT switch. 
c. Inject 500 + 0.5 ml of ambient temperature potable water into the system 
via the urinal. Place urinal in stand-up position to prevent trapping 






Input rate should be controlled (operator judgement) to less than 
25 ml/second. 
4.2.2.3.2 Dump Cycle 
a. Initiate dump cycle by actuation of DUMP switch. Verify that DU~lP 
svlitch 1 ight activated to ~ull on condition and that COll switch 
status light off. 
b. Verify that volume measurement data, user 1D and sample container 
not installed code transmitted to SHUTTLE ORBITER TlM. 
c. Verify that volume measurement data, user ID and sample container 
number (not installed code) were correctly determined by the system. 
d. Verify initiation and completion of the automatic flush cycle as in 
4.2.2.2.4 (d) and (e) above. 
e. Remove electrical power from system by actuation of PWR ON/CKT BKR 
switch. VerIfy that s~litch status 1 ights off. 
4.3 Inflight Operation 
4.3.1 Power ON, 
a. At start of mission operations. apply power to BMS by actuation of 
PWR CN/CKT BKR switch. For normal conditions. leave power ON for 
mission duration. 
4.3.2 Volume Measurement/Sampling Option 
a. Actuate COll s~litch. 
b. Set user ID via USER 10 SEl switch. 
c. Position urinal (either stand-up or sit-do~m position). 
d. ~1icturate. 
e. Replace urinal. 
f. Actuate PURG switch 
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g. Hhen SAMP switch status light activated to flashing condition, install 
sample container (translation plus rotation to lock in place). 
h. Fill sample container to "level" desired by single or multiple actu-
ations of SAMP s~litch. 
i. Remove sample container, cap needle end and return to storage. 
j. Actuate DU~IP switch. 
4.3.3 Volume Measurement Only Option 
a. Actuate COll switch. 
b. Set user 10 via USER 10 SEl switch. 
c. Position urinal (either stand-up or sit-down position). 
d. Micturate. 
e. Replace urinal. 
f. Actua te DUMP s~li tch . 
4.3.4 Flush ~Jater Reservoir Refill 
a. At approximate 24 hour intervals, refill the portable flush water 
reservoir using the following procedure. 
1. Disconnect the reservoir flex line quick disconnect (from 
the EMS structure. 
2. t·late the flex 1 ine qUick disconnect to the fuel cell ~Iater 
supply, located TBD. 
3. Visually verify that the tank is completely filled. 






4.3.5 Sample Container Removal 
Depending on several factors, a residual pressure build"up within the sample 
containpr may occur when a sample is obtained. Thus, each sample container 
should be removed from the sampling port in two steps as follows. 
a. Rotate and withdraw the sample container about 0.1 inches; hold in 
this position for about 5 seconds. This allows any residual pres" 
sure to vent back into the sampling assembly instead of externally. 
b. Complete withdrawal of the sampling container and recap the needle 
tip end. 




5.0 ~ONTINGENCY PROCEDURES 
During inflight operation of the BMS, an event or combination of events 
effecting the performance of the BMS may occur. Depending on the event, 
subsequent inflight operation at a reduced performance level or complete 
shut-down of the BMS may be required. Power failure, BMS component failure 
and/or user error are examples of these events. These events and contingency 
operating procedures to minimize their impact are discussed below. 
5.1 Input Power 
Momentary (or sustained) interruption of input electrical power to the BMS 
during BMS operation will terminate further system operation. The system 
logic elements will reset to their "zero" condition, i.e., system ready for 
next user; as a consequence, both BMS and WCS hardware elements will be 
deactivated. 
External evidence of this condition will be signaled by: 
a. no airflow into the urinal. 
b. no airflow blower noise. 
c. all control sw1tch status lights out. 
The following contingency procedure is recommended: 
a. When pO~Jer is restored, proceed normally by actuation of the COLL switch 
follo~:ed by inserting usel' ID via the USER ID SEL switch. This ~Jill 
start both the Bt·1S and WCS and permit initiation of further system. 
functions. 
b. If a sample is desired, proceed directly and normally thru the PURG, 
install sample container, SAt4P, remove sample container, DUMP routine. 
If no sample is required (or had already been acquired) go direct to DUMP. 
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This contingency procedure will assure that the system has been emptied and 
flushed and consequently ready for the next user. Note that urine and/or flush 
water will remain trapped in the BMS during the shut-down period and this will not 
constitute a hazard to the spacecraft or crew(fluid retention is due to a com-
bination of surface tension forces and equipment geometry). However, if loss of 
power occurs prior to volume measurement, a significant measurement error may 
result. This is due to possible loss of fluid from the BMS to the WCS during 
initial start-up after power is restored. 
5.2 Equipment Malfunction 
Malfunction of either BMS or WCS equipment may prevent implementing the various 
system cycles. Depending on the location of the malfunction, the following 
contingency operating procedures are recommended. 
5.2.1 Urine Collection 
a. WCS Malfunction 
Failure of the WCS phase separator, blower, or urine pump (or the 
associated controls) can prevent effective urine collection by the 
BMS. Evidence of ~ICS failure will be signa'ied by both the BMS and 
WCS control panel displays and, if blower failure, loss of airflow 
and lack of blower noise. In this situation, follow appropriate WCS 
emergency operating procedures. 
b. BMS Malfunction 
Failure of the BMS phase separator or urine pump (or associated control 
logic) can prevent effective urine collection by the BMS. Evidence 
of this type malfunction will be continued flashing of the COll switch 
status light. In this situation (and without micturating) proceed 
directly to DUMP. After completion of the DUMP cycle, restart the 
system by actuation of the COll switch. 
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If abnormal flashing of the COll switch status light continues, dis-
connect the EMS and use the WCS for the remainder of the mission. 
5.2.2 PURGE 
a. Cycle Malfunction 
Failure of the urine pump, solenoid valve or associated control logic 
can prevent effective purge action. Possible failure may be evidenced 
visually by lack of status light indication when PURG switch is actuated 
or by a continued ON status indication (for more than 1.6 seconds) coupled 
with an acoustic indication of urine pump action (or lack thereof). 
If the purge cycle will not start (no status light or pump noise), use 
the DUMP switch to control purging manually. In place of actuating the 
PURG switch, actuate the DUMP sWitch and in about 2 seconds actuate the 
COll switch to stop the pump action. This action duplicates the automatic 
purge cycle. 
If the purge cycle does not terminate automatically in 1.6 seconds, stop 
the purge action by reactivating the COll sWitch. 
Since failure of the purge cycle normally will inhibit the sam~ling cycle, 
obtain a sample by activating the DUMP switch to start the urine pump 
and immediately install a sample container. Stop sampling action by 
reactivating COll switch; remove sample container and reactivate DUMP 
switch to complete cycle. 
5.2.3 Sampling 
a. Container Installation Malfunction 
Translation and rotati~n is required to properly position the sample 




installed or the container position markers are missing or incorrectly 
located, electronic verification of sample container connection to the 
sampling port and readout of sample container number cannot be 
accomplished. The SAMP switch status light will continue flashing as 
evidence of lack of connection verification. Correct by removal and 
reinstalling the sample container or by replacing with an alternate 
contai ner. If correcti on verifica ti on sti 11 cannot be achi eved (SAMP 
switch status light remains in flashing condition), proceed as in 
(b) below or remove the sample container, and go directly to the dump 
cycle (~Iithout obtaining a sample). 
b. Cycle Malfunction 
Failure of the urine pump, solenoid valve or associated electronics can 
prevent filling of the sample container. Both visual (sample container 
does not fill) and/or acoustic (no pump noise) indications will denote 
this type malfunction. 
If the purge cycle operated normally, a sample may be obtained by 
actuation of the DUMP switch rather than the SA~lP switch. In this 
mode, sample size may be controlled by using the COLl switch to stop 




a. Failure of urine pump, solenoid valve and associated control logic can 
prevent the urine remaining in the phase separator from being dumped to 
the WCS for disposal. Evidence of this type failure will be indicated 
by continued operation of the system coupled with possible lack of pump 
noise. Thus the system will not automatically shut off (maximum normal 
dump cycle time is about 3 minutes). Terminate dump cycle operation by 
activation of the CDll switch and then reactivation of the DUMP switch. 
If automatic shut-off stiil does not occur, terminate system operation 
via the PWR ON/CKT BKR switches, disconnect the BMS from the WCS and 
use the WCS for the remainder of the mission. 
5.2.5 Flush 
Failure of the flush portion of the dump cycle may be determined by visual 
inspection of the urinal during the dump cycle. Failure of the flush equip-
ments will not prevent completion of the dump cycle and therefore will not be 
automatically brought to the attention of the user. After verifying that th,= 
portable flush water reservoir is filled and properly connected, request 
instructions regarding the collection of further urine samples. 
5.3 User Error 
Since each system operating cycle (except flush) is manually initiated by the 
user, inadvertant improper sequencing may occur. If desired, this user 
sequencing error may be corrected by reactivation CT the COll switch 
followed by activation of the PURG or DUMP switches as desired. Note 
that sampling must be preceded by a purge cycle. 
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5.4 Sample Container IO 
A liquid droplet or film coverinq the sample container IO sensors located 
in the sampling assembly can result in an incorrect container IO or indicate 
(incorrectly) to the system that a sample container is installed. In this 
latter instance, the sampling assembly illumination lights will be ~~tivated 
and the COLL switch indicator light will be flashing. This condition may 
be caused by septum leakage or incorrect removal of the sample container 
(see 4.3.5). In either case, the liquid must be removed from the sensors 
before further system operation can occur. A soft absorbant material is 
suitable for this purpose. If the septum is leaking, replacement of the 
septum may be readily accomplished using the special tool provided. 
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PART III-GROUND OPERATING AND MAINTENANCE PROCEDURES 
6.0 PRELAUNCH PROCEDURES 
Prelaunch procedures as specified below. shall be accomplished at the launch 
site prior to installation in the SHUTTLE ORBITER. 
6.1 Recei vi ng Inspecti on 
Upon receipt of flight hardware at the launch site. identify and verify 
completeness of material received based on accompanying documentation. Also, 
perform a visual inspection for possible shipping and handling damage. 
7.0 POST RECOVERY PROCEDURES 
Post recovery test and maintenance, as noted below. shall be accomplished 
at the suppliers manufacturing facility or other facility as specified by NASA. 
7.1 Receiving Inspection 
Verify completeness of material received and perform a visual inspection for 
possible damage due to flight operations and subsequent post recovery 
opera ti 0 ns • 
7.2 System Test 
Using suitable test equipment. determine operability of the system by per-
forming a system test using the same procedure as specified in P~rt II, 
Section 4.2.2 of this document but with the following exception: Substi-
tute a disinfectant solution (type TBD) for the potable water used during 
the collection cycle. 
7.3 Refurbishment 
Normal between mission maintenance shall be performed after each mission 
as specified below (personnel shall be sui tab1y protected l \. 
1 Appropriate techniques are required during disassembly. cOlnponent hand-
ling and cleaning and reassembly to preclude microbiological contamination. 
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a. Disassemble the system, i.e. remove those componen'ts in the fluid loop. 
b. Remove and dispose of the silica gel dryer. 
c. Disinfect, clean and inspect the fluid loop components (for signs of 
excessive wear or other possible failure modes). 
d. Replace elastomer seals and silica gel dryer. 
e. Check operability of fluid loop components via performance testing. 
f. Reassemble system. 
g. Using suitable test equipment, verify system operation using the same 
procedure as specified in Part II, section 4.2.2 of this document. 
h. Check calibration and reca1ibrate is necessary. 
7.4 Failure Analysis 
7.4.1 General 
In addition to the system external visual and/or audible indications of 
the cause of system malfunction, a test connector is provided ( located 
on el ectroni cs box adjacent to sampl ing assembly) for rronitoring the 
py'essure sensor output as a further means of failure analysis (and for 
BMS calibration). ileasurement data and WCS control signal validity may 
be determined via the available TLM output connector. 
8.0 OPERATING LOG 
TBD (record all tests, maintenance performed, inspection results, etc.) 
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PART IV - APPENDIX 
9.0 SYSTEM OPERATING SEQUENCE 
REF: BMS Block Diagram and Control/Display Panel layout 
1.0 POWER ON 
1.1. Both POWER ON/CIRCUIT BREAKER switches actuated at start of mission operations. 
1.2 Power from SHUTTLE applied to system. 
2.0 COllECTION CYCLE 
2.1 User actuates COll switch. Actuating COll switch applies electrical power to 
system hardware (phase separator, internal power supply, sensors and control logic) 
and simultaneously actuates WCS. 
NOTE: No action if PURG, SAMP, or DUMP switches actuated before COll switch. 
Also the COll switch,· at user option, may be actuated at any time during 
a purge, sampling, or dump cycle to override these functions. This 
action immediately returns the system to collection cycle operation. 
2.2 COll switch status light activated to flashing condition until satisfactory 
operating status check (2.4 below) completed by programmer. 
2.3 User positions USER ID SEl switch via reset position. 
2.4 Operating Status Check (Self-monitor). 
2.4.1 Airflow sensor verifies minimum transport airflow condition exists. If 
below minimum airflow, COll switch status light is held in the flashing condition 







2.4.2 Sample container position sensor verifies sample container not installed 
and thus dump line open to WCS from urine pump. If sample container installed, 
COll switch status light remains in the flashing condition and system operation 
inhibited. 
2.4.3 To minimize user ID error, the USER ID SEl switch must be returned to 
RSET position before setting to user ID position. If this sequence is not fol-
lowed, the COlL switch status light remains in the flashing condition and further 
system operation inhibited. 
2.4.4 Phase separator RPM SENSOR indicates minimum rpm achieved and therefore 
phase separator is operating properly. If below minimum rpm, COL switch status 
light stays in flashing condition; further system operation is not inhibited. 
2.4.5 Phase separator PRESSURE SENSOR indicates flu:d residual volume in phase 
separator below a minimum level and therefore capable of accepting a maximum volume 
micturition. If fluid minimum residual volume exceeded, COll switch status light 
remains in flashing condition; further system operation is not inhibited. 
2.4.6 If conditions causing the COll switch status light flashing state cannot be 
corrected, instigate contingency operating procedures. 
2.5 Assuming operating status is GO, i.e., WCS and phase separator operational, the 
user properly identified and sample container not installed, COll switch status light 
activated from flashing condition to sol"id (full on) condition. 
2.6 User positions urinal (seated or standing position optional). 
2.7 User micturates. 
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2.8 Urine conveyed into phase separator by transport airflow; transport 
air rejected to WCS concurrently with micturition. 
2.9 User returns urinal to stowed position. 
3.0 VOLUME MEASUREMENT/SAMPLING OPTION 
3.1 PURGE CYCLE 
3.1 .1 User actuates PURG swi tch. 
3.1.2 PURG switch status light activated to full-on condition and Call 
switch status light off. 
3.1.3 Store volume measurement data for subsequent dump to TlM. Start 
urine pump and energize solenoid valve SV; operate for fixed time period 
(1.6 seconds) to pump approximately 15 ml of urine from the phase separa-
tor. This action replaces the residual liquid in the pump and associated 
plumbing ~Iith urine. 
3.1.4 Stop urine pump and deengergize valve SV. PURG switch status light 
off, SAMP switch status light activated to flashing condition. 
3.2 SAMPLING CYCLE 
3.2.1 User connects sample container to sampling port. This action blocks 
urine flow to dump. 
3.2.2 Verify engagement of sampling container (locked position) with sampling 
port. At verification, activate SAMP switch status light to full on condition. 
Also activate sample container illumination lights to full on condition. 
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3.2.3 If verification of sample container connection to sampling port cannot 
be obtained, inhibit the sampling sequence (3.2.4 below). Remove sample 
container and override sequence by!!.§.§:.. initiation of dump cycle (4.0 below). 
3.2.4 Acquire sample by ~ operation of SAMP switch. Closing of SAMP 
switch starts urine pump and energize valve SV; urine pump stor'ped and 
va]\'e SV deener'ze when s~:itch closure terminate~ by!!.§.§:... This on-off 
pump control may be repeated as desired by the user until the sample con-
tainer is filled ~Iith the desired quantity of urine (as determined by 
visual observation of the sample container by the user). 
NOTE: SAMP switch action inhibited until purge cycle (3.1) has been completed. 
3.2.5 On first SAMP switch closure (3.2.4 above), store User 10 and sample container 
number for subsequent dump to TLM. 
3.2.6 User removes sample container. At removal verification, SAMP switch 
status light and sample container illumination lights deactivated to off condition; 
DUMP switch status light activated to flashing condition. 
3.3 DUMP CYCLE 
3.3.1 User actuates DUMP switch; DUMP switch status light activated from 
flashing to full on condition. 
NOTE: If sample container has not been removed, DUMP switch status light 
remains in flashing condition. 
3.3.2 Start urine pump and energize solenoid valve SV to ewpty phase se-
parator to dump. Continue operation for 25.6 seconds after volume in 





3.3.3 When urine pump off and valve SV deenergized, energize flush water 
pump, injecting flush water from the portable tank into the system via 
the urinal. 
3.3.4 On flush pump actuation, send volume measurement data, User ID and sample 
container number to SHUTTLE ORBITER TlM interface. 
3.3.5 Operate the flush water pump for 3.2 seconds (until about 60 ml of 
fl ush water has been injected into the system). 
3.3.6 After a 6.4 second delay, operate urine pump and enerpize valve SV 
for 33.6 seconds. 
3.3.7 Repeat 3.3.4 thru 3.3.6. 
3.3.8 DUMP switch status light out and WCS, phase separator, etc., deactivated. 
3.3.9 System ready for next user. 
4.0 VOLUME MEASUREMENT ONLY OPTION 
4.1 DUMP CYCLE 
4.1.1 User actuates Dur~p switch; DUMP switch light activated to full-on 
condition and COll switch status light off. 
4.1.2 On DUMP switch actuation, volume measurement data and User ID stored and 
sent to SHUTTLE ORBITER TlM interface as in 3.3.4 above. Also indicate no 
sample container by 0000 number code. 
4.1.3 Same as 3.3.2 






,I, 4.1.5 Same as 3.3.5, 
4.1.6 Same as 3.3.6. 
4.1.7 Same as 3.3.7. 
4.1.8 Same as 3.3.8. 





10.0 DRAWING LIST 
BMS Ass emb 1 y ER 47E231825* 
Phase Separator Assembly ER 47D231800 
Housing, Inlet Side ER 47D231801 
Housing, Motor Side ER 47D231802 
Impeller ER 47D231803 
Basket ER 47C231804 
Screen ER 47B231805 
Detail , "0" Ring ER 47C231806 
Motor ER 47C231807 
Shaft ER 47C231816 
Shim ER 47C231819 
Bag Assembly Silica Gel ER 47C231822 
Exhaust ER 47C231841 
RPM Sensor Assembly ER 47B231915 
Bracket ER 47C231911 
Shim ER 47B231912 
Air Flow Sensor Assembly ER 47D231917 
PC Board D and T ER 47D231918 
Plate ER 47D231919 
Sensor Bracket #1 ER 47D231920 
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Transformer Output 
Transformer, Saturable 
Power Convert 0 and T 
\~ire List 
Interconnect Oiagram 
PWB Assembly A2, A/O Convert 
A/O Convert, 0 and T 
A/O Convert, Schematic 
PWB Assembly Al, Control Logic 
Control Logic, 0 and T 
Con tro 1 Logi c, Schema ti c 
Sample Container 
Pressure Transducer 





Adapter, Air Return 
Oetai 1 s 
Magnetics, Gen. Notes 
Matched Oiodes, Pwr Supply 
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DRAWING LIST (Continued) 
Sampling Port 
Housing, Sample Container 
Housing Septum 
Housing, Sample Bypass 
Bracket, Support 
Septum 





PC Board Assembly 




































DRAWING LIST (Continued) 
Tank Assembly (Continued) 
Stand Pi pe 
Nut 





Control Box Assembly 
Cover Assembly 
Bezel Assemb 1y 
Plate, Control Panel 
Container Assembly 
, Gua rd, Swi tch 
Diode Board Assembly 
Power Supply Assembly 
Bracket Assembly 
Bracket, Fi 1 ter 
Choke, Input 
Schematic 
PBW Assembly A3, Pwr Convert 
Choke, :!:. 15 V Output 
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11.0 11ISCELLArlEOUS 
11.1 TLM Output Interpretation 
Three words are transmitted by the BMS electronics via the telemetry output. 
These words contain sync, 16 bits of data, and one parity bit. They are 
transmitted in a Manchester II code to the sic telemetry system. 
Word 1 consists of two logic "1" data bits, followed by a ten-bit binary 
number (510 51) respresenting the sample container number, followed by a 
four-bit binary number(I4 11) representing the user 10. 
For example, if 510 and 51 were a "1" and 59 through 52 were "0" , thi s ould 
indicate that sample container 513 had been used to collect the urine sample. 
Simi larly, if 13 ~Iere a "1" and 14, 12, and 11 were "0" , this would indicate 
that the sample \~as from User 4. 
Word 2 consists of a l2-bit binary word representi ng the rotational oeriod 
of the mo tor (t 12 Tl) followed by four zeros. Thus, the decimal equival-
ent of this binary word, T, i s a number ranging from 0 t o 4096 . To obtain 
the per;)d in seconds , mult iply by 48 X 10- 6 . For example, if T equals 
4096, the pe r iod is .19661 seconds correspo ndin g to a rate of 60/.19661 
or 305 rpm. Similarly , for T = 3072, the period is .14746 seconds corres -
ponding to 406. 9 rpm. 
Word 3 consists of a l2-bi t binary word reprc!senting the pressure (P12 PI) 
followed by four unused bits. The pressure reading may be interore d as 
fol~ows. Tne buffered pressure transducer vol tage, V, is pres en ed 0 he 
A/ a conver ter. This voltage, as see n a t the tes t co nnector . is adjus ed so 
that the range of interest lies between a to +10 vo l ts. The voltage r ad 
by the A/D converter is the decimal equivalent 0 P12 PI (P) imes 11) vol s , 
- 51 -
divided by 4096, or V = P/409.6 . Thus for P = 4096 the press ure transducer 
output voltage is V = 4096 = 10 volts. For P = 2048, the corresponding 
409.6 
voltage is 5 volts. 
11 .2 Pressure Sensor Adj ustment 












-- 00 NOT TOUCH ./ 
-7 . 
~.fV' 0 "~I~C :""-"::3 L ...... ·....-J '. 
ZERO ADJUST 
.. LINEARITY ADJUST 
DO NOT TOUCH 





DO NOT TOlfCH 
_Co- SENSITIVITY ADJUST 
FIGURE 11-1 ADJUSTMENT LOCATIONS 
11.3 Airflow Sensor Adjustment 
The airflow sensor adjustment pots are located as shu,ln in Figure 2-9 (b). 







6.2 Supplemental Desiqn Information 
The following GE internal memos and vendor data are intended to supplement/ 
update previous design information contained in the interim, PDR and/or CDR 
reports: 
PIR lR60-7S-20S, "Prel imnary Tests On Sample Container". 
PIR lR60-7S-l43, "Front Panel Switches For BMS". 
PIR lR60-75-144, "Response To CDR Action Item No.2". 
PIR lR60-75-14S, "Response To CDR Action Item No. 16?". 
PIR lRS4-BMS-10SO, "Thermal Analysis Of PCB Al Of The BMS Electronics". 
PIR lR6~-75-1S3, "Micropump Priming". 
PIR li{60-7S-1S7, "Test Of Expansion Bladder Material". 
PIR lR60-75-159, "Design Optimization Of BMS Septa". 
PIR lR54-1092, "Thermal Analysis Of BMS Assembly". 
Vendor Da ta 
Phase Separator Motor data, ltr from IMC Magnetics Corp. 
Flush Pump (serial No. 1063), Micropump test data sheets. 
Urine Pump (serial No. 1062), Micropump test data sheets. 




GENERAL 0 ELt~TRIC I'CLASS. LTR. IOPERATION I PROGRAM ISEQUENCE NO. REV. LTR. 
SPAC~ DIVISIOH PIR NO. PHIlADElPHIA U 
_ lR60 _ 75 _ 208 
c PROGRAM INFORMATION REQUEST /RELEASE ·USE "cit FOR CLASSifiED AND .IU" FOR UNCLASSlflEO 
FROM "ltv: 'TO 
- J. K. Mangialardi, Engineer - Environmen~al G, L. Fogal, Bioengineering Programs 
Engineering, Room #U-2437, VFSC X-5499 Room #U-2437, VFSC Extension - 5636 
" DATE SENT DATE INFO. REQUIREO PROJECT AND REQ, NO; REFERENCE OIR. NO. 
12-12-75 
, SUBJECT 
Preliminary Tests On Sample Container 
. IHFORMATION REQUESTED/RELEASED 
The following tests were performed on the sample containers using standard 
Becton Dickinson & Co. syringes modified as required: 
1. Press ure Tes ts 
These tes ts were made to determine the sample containers capability to 
withstand internal pressures with the rubber piston being hel d by a 
·backup washer pinned to the container wall as shown: 
,/,05" DlA. PIll .,. ~ "";;,~~~. zPt.S - /80 0 APA,2, 'n-.... ·' II , " Ii I J '1 c.c.'~ 5'c.c..'~ / .~J I ! 
I \::"'1~1'~N 
• Sf~CJ.::.JO • 
l})t''ZFC'':'" 
L 
Pressure was applied in increments of 5 psi. The corresponding change 
in diameter, if any, was checked at the 5 eels and 15 ccls mark. 
The res ul ts were: 
Pressure Oia @ 15 eels Oi a @ 5 ec I s 
0 psig .848 in .842 in 
5 /I .848 1/ .842 " 10 " .847 " .840 " 15 II .847 1/ .841 " 20 " .848 /I .842 /I 
PAGE: NO. ..L R.ETeNTION A£QUIR£""EHTI 
Oi s tri b uti on: R. W. Murray cOPies FOR MA'TItIU "OR 
n , MD. n S MOl. 
n 3 MaS_ n '10101. 
ifROOEDlNG PAGE BLANK NOT _l_~F.1- n ' MOl. n 12"",a. FIT.MED n UDS. n t..401. 





























The test was stopped at this point as there was r,o need for further data. 
The diametrical expansion in the rlnge of operation of the samph, c('ntainer 
is cbviously insignificant. 
2. Fr2ezing Test Without Expansion Ring 
These test were made to determine the sample container capability to 
withstand freezing after being totally filled and without an expansion 
ring. The sample container was filled with water aftel' attaching a 
stop at the end of the container as shown and was placed in the freezer 
compartment of the lab ret'i"i gerator . 
, 
120 ... ,,· ... 
, 1'2. '; c...:. ' !:t 5," s 
C, D ~ tl3 
After several hours the container was removed and found to have increased 
in diameter as follows: 
8efore Freezi ng 










The container was not significantly damaged although the surface was 
substantially crazed near the halfway legnth . Also the rubber piston 
had partially extruded between the clamped plate and the end tabs. 
This tes t was repeated with the same effec t. 
The same test was repeated using urine. The distortion appeared to 
be less significant: 
Before Freezing 
After Freezi ng 
01 




. 1'.48 in 
~) 3 
.813 in 
. 1~4 3 in 
Extrusion of the rubber septum however was stil l signiF;an t . 
3 . Freezing Test Wi th Expansion Ri ng 
An expansion ring was made by inserting a 3/4 " 0. 0 . 1/8 " wa l l X 5/8" 
long latex rubber tube between the p iston and t e H O p la t e. The freez -











.844 i n 
.852 in 
A second samp le was also teste" with the followin g results : 
Before Frep<, ing 
After Freezing 
01 








In either case the pi ston moved back a pproximately 3/16 in. after the 
sample container was returned to ambi ent t~~perature. 
There was no indication of danage or extrusion as experienced without 





GENERAL G ELECTRIC -tLASS . LTR . R(V . LlR 
SPACE DIVISION 
'HILAD!L1HIA PII NO . 
143 
PROGRAM INFORMATiON REQUEST /RELEASE ·USE "c" '0111 CUISIIICO " ,.D "u" rOft UNCLASSI fieD 
TO 
V. Long G. Fogal 
DATC S[NT OAT[ INfO. "fQUitto "'O"'(T AltO ItQ . NO . I[FClOICr Oil , NO . 
6/10/75 
SUBJECT 
FRONT PANEL SWITCHES fOR BrlS 
INFORMATION REOUESTED/ RELEASED 
The iJo rth An'eri can Rock\'le 11 document MF0004-002, .::cE.:.,l e""c",t",r-,:i",c::.a ,---,;.:;.:;c":-i"..,-':'::.-"~~~ 
Electr ical Eou iD~ent utilized on t e 
used sha ll be of env i ronmentally or hermet1ca lly 
11ere cons i dered. 
O.ali g t ma nuf ac ture s attractive ill uminated pus button wi tches of reported 1 i g~ 
rel iability . HOI'leve r, none are environmentall sealed. Th y also nl n acture so Ie 
solid . tate con tactl ess 10 ic swi ches. The ~e ould suf ce unctionally or II ° 
the front pane l switches except the U !NE COLLECT so i tc I,i c mus t si c 28 olls 
DC. The solid state soJi t ches , hO\1ever, do no t contai Q 1i iab1 e co ,ponents , . i. . , 
h2rffietically sealed t rans istors, LEOS , etc . 
I-licros · i ch offers some unilluminat d push buttons I ic '0 1d be sati actor and 
fit t . e space restra in t s of t he present :.: S elec tron ics box. se sh bu tto s 
ar h rmo!t ica lly sei'led typ 703P 1. These don ' t appear, 0 ev r good 
p ne l sel. 
'·licrosw · tch al so offers n illumina ted hermet ic lly sealed pus bu tton . li 'c , 
Series 2, is rather Ion and appears to e a QU s tio a Ie mec anical s turd i es s . 
It ni o be ossible to odi the swi tc sl ig 1y t o rei orce it. T e 8 ' S nclosu r 
hOl'/ I'er , lIou ld ha e to e enlarged to get it to fit. In addition , anel sea l 110 ld 
b a probl m. 
The Microswi tch Togg l e, TL Series, switch presentl y selected is enviro ntall y 
and has be n used in a m! nn d environ ent. In add ition, it is uc orter t a 
~icroswi tc h il l umi nated push buttons. The la ps chosen fo r ind icators re 




ac ur d 
o 
A letter fr om J. Curtis, ~a n/System Branch, NASA - Marsha ll Space Fl ight Cente r indica t es 
tha t t e only notabl e pla c pu buttons were used 0 S ylab wa s 0 t e ~131 e, ppri nle 
on the uman ves ti bulJr functi cn. Th ill umi ated uSh uttons us d II em nU' ac ured 
by Jaye l Products l llc .• Gardena , Ca l ifornia . These are rela tiv ly SJ'1 11 SI·Ji tC 1 s 
i ncol'pol'dt in9 an her:reticall y sealed suiteh elc;:,e t and a s aled l a p sse bl y ( no~ 
I'c l amp ble , bll t replace~ Ie as a unit). F Ilct iona lly , t he I,ou ld Ir. et all S: S el cc rica 
r Qui re lents . ut \·:ou ld ave to be r.lOdified to prov i de a anei seal. -I ile the lcr.tent 
i s seal ed , any li quid l andin on t he control p nel couid 'seep around t e edges of t ne 
push bu ten into the interior of the control box. 
OIST~I [lUTI OI : E. DE' lenSl It_roc JoI D .1. IiICT C H TION " O UI .. £,. .... Lo,;-T . 
A. Gora l. i tz C O DIt!:' " 0 - .. .•. roa , "0" 
G. L. t 09 1 (3) ORIGINAL PAGE IS [L' .. , n -<. 
J. K. Cl ~ .. (J e _ - . 1 :~nq ial a l'di OF POOR QUALITY 
_1_ 0 ,-1.. n e "'Q' r~ '. ~ .. R. I!. r'ra 0 -. "l......-::.. ' 
PIR lR50-75-143 
Page 2 
Based upon ou Investl . atlon It Is recommended that the TL Toggle S~litch be used 
for this unit. It I s a ua lifi ed dl!vlce, meeting all el ec trical requirements 
Ind provid ing a pane l seal. 
The Ja v I 11 1u Inated us uutton switch should be cons idered furthe r for 
appl icati n t o f utur u i ts . If a panel sea l can be effected, it would be 
ent l r el sat is factory. 
Sol id s t t e s.litches ~ l s have potential application. They are contactless and 
very r i le . r':ore i nvesti at ion Is required, hOl'leVf,r, to determi ne if a 
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• MODULES ASSEMBLE EASILY, 
WITHOUT SPECIAL TOOLS 
• UP TO ;;OUR-LAMP INDICATION 
• THOUSANDS OF COLOR DISPLA Y 
AND CIRCUIT CONTROL 
COMBINATIONS 
rbrrif'rs serve A m OlilltinJ: deviec'S rllld S{'~r3 t c tht' 
d i play cr('cns 10 pr(t\'(,ll t accidf'ntnl OP<' r:1ti n . ' (,h(' 
d ired Ilumbc'r or units ore combined in II s tri p a nd 
",,'ppcd :nl o Ih I n I lut. 
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I un i • rt' uppJi with th r ,unting FbnG~ mount 
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TYPE 2C200 ANO moo HOUSINGS ARE RELAIotPED 
WITHOUT TOOLS 
'ry p<~ 2'2 fop(·r:t tor. inct iC':l tor J :lIld 2F~0(1 1 indkator 
only ' hOll ill j::s h3\ l" • p."lr:l t{' J:ullphold,' r S('('lo r thn t 
"- n ix' n.'lI1o\ ('(I 10 (,11:,"1<, rf'p l.l('(' l1ll '111 or 1.!l11ps or 
lilt rs. ,dthuut t{k.I:;, '1'h unit i kryt'C't to lHainl .. lill 
prop<' r (\riC' ll t:ttion. 
1. Hf' I1\O\(' rli<tplflY ~('r, n/l.llIl pholcl(' r n Illb!.", 
2. He1.'''lp .lOci r~JlI.".'C ,1":;\·l)1l1ly. 
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SEALED PUSHBUTTON SWITCHES 
Type "700PB" 
' t lI li~ type of lIu:;hbuttoll nnsw('rs t il n('('<.1 for mnximum 
• pl"ot rd iu l1 llf l'ont :U' ls ill it p pli. ':lt iollti 'crr then ' ore 
r:l pid dl :t ll '::::"':; i ll ntmo~J1 Ill'ri _ ' :mcl en \, ~ ",1\(,111 31 ('ululi· 
t ions. " 1I ~ r ' bas i, ' ~w i t dl"S ,dl', ('riiJcd u ll png:c 10 1 a rc 
used in the pushbut ton ; I ~('mhly to neh ie\'c g.'1 ,·in:,:s in 
size nlld wl·i~h l. wi til(tUL s..1n ifid ll):: prc\' isio ll p ('rfOl"ln :'\ I\('(', 
The o n .' I'-l'l\11tl'r sna p ::H' t ua lor med l:lllism 11I'O\· jd cs n 
definite fl'(" r sw it rh i n ~ n t " inn nnd I' I'CVI'II L tease n ' lua -
t ioll. O prra t il}n is III m(, l1t :Il'Y: swih'hes nrc o pcl':'llcd 
whrl1 t he bu t 1011 is PU:;hNI n IIlI l'('IN1S od when the PI'C'S8UI'C 
is rcmoVl'C1 f,'o ll! the uu tt on. 
I.' 
, I 
Military Specilicalions: t"H~l " b:\ k swi t II 8 1 
~II L·E·527~ (Explosion.proof) 
MIL·,', ~o.j I Corro.~ion · resis t3ncc ) 
Seal Detnition: II I'm t il" t h..1sic swit II 8 1 
I Enclosure I " iCn SymbollX'r ~ l.I L· 05 1 
Temperature Ran,. : - G7°F to + 1 r.; OF 
Citcu it,~ : T wo ... ·ingle·Pole Doubl -Th row ircu its 
T hrc . illsl -Pole Doublc·Throw Circuits 
Fo, .. r 'i llg le-P I Dub! ·Throw ' ircuits 
Electric,' R.a tin9 : amp . ind ., 5 .. m p:l. r ,, 2 \'d Rnd 11 5 
voc 4 c ps. 
OperatIn9 Forre : 2-J"Iol 
. Pol 
4·Pol 
30 oz. approx. 
S oz. npprox. 
o oz. appro . 
Type "2PB900" 
~ 1 1 1 1~l ,·r.! 
"~P Hnoo" I ~ul1lrntary · : 1t' 1 ion I pU ~IHHl r,-I":lsl!-ofT l push· 
bu tt l' ll s\\ i tdl"~ an' 1'\.~~'tlll ll l\l' I 1(.I l>d feT tll'(I.i i( .. lt ion~ t h:t t 
r('Cl u i I'l' a I " "1l I M I' I \\'l'a I lw I" p n lVr 111:\1111:1 1 ~\\ it dl. <."0111':1 \' r 
111:11"1. 1'1 ,1:" h hU l lIHIS and :11\ 0 \ ,'rl ','nlt'.' rI ' '- 'P Il\('l h.w iJlm 
prcl\' id ~' , I l!1'\.o KI "Pl ' I' ;1I im: Ih 'l :lIll l pr\.~ \ , '1\1 h ';"''ll op,'ra l i II , 
Sui O t' fl:1i l i~ :I : )'.1I1l' l. hll ~hillj! , plun .,: ,' 1' and I -r m ina l St ', als. 
lll:l hl .. , 1 h i. ... j'I, \\ il lll ,., Il Wt' 1 ti l\.' SUl lllWI'~\.'lh " · n 'qlli n ' llWlll :; 
or ;\11 I ,·~T I) , to' l lip 1010 \ '-'1i ,, :lI l 'r 1' 1'l'~""lrl ' fill' 011\' 
hour. '1'1 11.' p:md. hl! ' hill/.! ,lll I phlll l!l'r l", ·. II~ :l l\~ l 'OI\t ~ ti lWd 
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II lJu l ,ll,. t lmlw h, l ~il ' :oI\\ i l ,lh'~ pr,' 1"ltl, ·,1 in ln t he ll1-;\~ 
\' l\l' I" :,lI rt' I . , ~'. , I Ihl lll fnlm 1,ld. l)f p:\I 1\ I ('tlll l.tJll i ll. lnl ot , 
TtmperllUf r n,1nge: - (k·, i ' 10 l :, .... ~ F . 
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Response To C.D.R. Action Item #2 
The fo11ovli ng act ion item >!as generated during the Bt1S Critical Design Revievl e lJ on 
May 5 and 6. 1975 : 
"Check on capa bility of fill ed porta ble tan k to wi thstand i nte rna l fluid prcssur 
resulti ng fro 1 thermal ex pans ion." 
The maxi um amb ient t e perature speci fied for t he BMS i s IOO"F. 
The max imum structural and stora ge t emperature s are 120"F a lSO"F. respec ti vel 
Although the \':ater tank .1i11 norma11y te fi11ed and used 0 ly t all' bi e t tc. ,p r a r s , I 
the fo110.lIn9 analysis is cased on t he assu Wtion t hat t he . ate r tan k is f il ed t o 
maxi um capacity at maxi mum filli ng pressure (= 17 psi) and exposed t o 150"F fo r 
severa 1 ilours. 
The i ncrease in .,ater volume due to temperature change from 70"F to 150°F i~ .8896 
Tile increas e in volul:'e for t !le alum' um t anl: fo r the same i t - 1.2741 i n3 • 
The ne t 'Jo lune of I':ate r t hat must t e acco, oda t ~d to revent 0 er press l' in t e ta 
i s 
2,889 in 3 -1. 274 in 3 = 1.655 in 3 = ?7.13 cc's 
L A,'" '. " e .. .. ,~ . -"'1,: ' S 
C C· f " " C A . _~:..:.!.!:~~ I 
~ 'o. ::!~ ._ 
~~-. ~~-' --
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-
cc: T. lrCl cr 
J . ·Ia n~ i ,1 1 ard i 
R. t. . :"ll fr' clY 
_I • • 1-
,- ... _;..' 
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1 
The pressure capa bility of the aluminum tank is 95 psi. This capability is signifi-
cantly reduced by the ot:servation port ~Ihich is made from a Lexan d1sk . 125 thick ~I ith 
a maxinum calculated pressure rating of 58 pSi. I • 
The pressure calculutions are based on a safety factor four times the operating 
pressures and meet the requirements of the ASt-:E Pressure Vessel Code Section VIII. 
The l"estrained expansion of approximately 27 cc Os of water, even though some~lhat 
lessened by \\'ater comp ressibi1 ity, rubber tank bladder compression, and initial elastic 
expansion of the aluminum tank ~:ould cause internal pressures far in excess of t e 
permissiLte 58 psi unless relieved by some internal device which ~11l1 aesorb the 
27 ccos of ~Iater volume increase. 
This device ~I ill be a 200 cc volume closed pores foam rut:t:er sleeve {or eouival e 
added al on9 the tan k stem pipe. 
The usa ble volume of the tank without the additional sleeve is a no inal 5 0 125 c o . 
The volume of the sl eeve is reduced to 129.5 ccos l! 8 psi \\'hich is the mini rrul ill ing 
water pressure and 92. 7 ccos at 17 psi which is the maximum filli ng pressure. 
The usable volu e of .Iater ~I ith the additional sleeve, will then vary from ~ mini rur.1 of 
4,995 to a maxi mun of 5,032 ccos approximately. 
The foam sleeve liill further conpress to accon'lodate the 27.13 cc os due to net ater 
ex sion at 150"F . The pressure required is approxi ma tely 30 psi which is ~ell tel ~ 1 
the 5 sl allowab le due to the Lexan windo\\'. 
-2-
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Response to C.D.R. Action Item #16 
INF OR .... ION REQUOTEO ' RELEASED 
The following action item Ims generated during the BI 15 Crit i cal Des i gn Rev iew he l d on 
I·lay 5 and 6. 1975 : 
"Confirm that liquid retention on outer phase separato r screen is no t sig nif iea t fo r 
BI·iS appl ication" 
The response to thi s acti on it em l'las obt a i ned by actu al t es t usi ng a screen of t saw 
wire diame te r and mesh si ze as speci f ied on Draw in ER47B231C05. 
The s iz c of Lhe t es t screen ~:as 2. 25 I.D . x 1.7 5 hi gh I"'; h an area of 17 .8 in2 I';, i ch 
is approx imately 5~ larg er t ha n t he desi gned par t . 
The screen ~as 511 f itted over an eXi s t ing adapter pla te attached t o a mo or se a 
rotate at 375 rpm. 
The motor speed I<as checked ~: it a strobota c (Gen er al Radio COl1' ra y , Typ 1"31- ) . 
The t es t wa s per'formed in the followi 9 st eps : 
1. I·leasu r e \;c ight of scr e n = In gran.s 
2. Ilea SUI ' C \·.e irh t of \"u t C I~ I ~ et fl ; d Ly screen U .Jc r s J ic condi Oil S • 3 o ~ 
grans. (; ote : Thi s ~ s a diffi cu lt I .. ea ~ d e 0 Ie e ec t ofC'd ' " y. 
Thc r C$u lt s ar c arp rox il'1J t e and ar c i nd ca l ion a i te o y eO llyan l . 
effcc ti v !l'ss of t he d 11 n: ic act ion of t e p s So c ~ . or ) . 
J . 1(. ' J I~0 i "Iat' d i 
R. : . l:u r rdY 
- .. ~ ' --
: l . ~ .. ~ 
PI P. lRGO- 75-14B -2- June 10. 1975 
3. t·leasure ~: c i gh t of l'later retained by screen after placing same on the ada r ter 
plate and rotatir.g it a t 375 rpm for 30 seconds. Tile ~!ater retained \'Ias 
betYleen 0.1 to 0.2 grams . 
This t es t confirms that liqui d retention on the phase separator screen is not si gnificant. 
h 
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5 ueJECT 
THE Rf.1AL AI,AL YS I 5 OF PCB Al OF ThE BI-1S ELECTRONIC S 
INFORM AT ION REQUESTE O/ RELEA SED 
Summa r~ 
The tempe r" tur'! ri ses of t he piece parts of the subject PCB have been I 
calcul ated . Tnese tempe ra ture r ises must be added to the BMS asser.-, Iy I temperatu re in , rde r to ob t a in max imum part temperature s . The assemb ly 
t empe ra tu I'e i s not kno'tln at th i s ti me since t he pum~ and phase separJtor 
motor heat di ss i pa t ions are not def ined. 
~uirerr.e~~s 
The critical pc I· ts of t he Pi:B Al i n the Bf.1S electron ics are 1 i s t ed on 
Table I a i ong witll t hei r heat dissipation and duty cycle . 
Anal ysis - ~'ath ~'od e : I 
Tile PWB AI, sh,"1n in Fi gure I has been modeled 
ma thimati cal ly ;n a 277 mode model . The suO strate is an .062 " t h; c ' 
1 ami na ted fiberg las cove red with an 0, C03" t hic fi 1m of copper. T e 
effect ive conduct i vi ty 0 t"e card is 1.088 BTU Hr. in OF. This card is 
supported on the tl'lO l ong sides (4. 5") by "B i rche r" clips. An e ective , 
contac t conductance of 0.235 BTU per inch of l ength, per OF \ as used 0 
coup le the board t o t he clip . The cl ip i s ri ve ed at each nd to t he ox , 
giv ing an effec t ive conduct ance of 0.666 BTU/ hr OF, App rox irr.a tely - () 
wires (25 - 24 gage and 25 - 26 sage) connect to the bot tom of t e PU:. 
An average lengt h of 5" was assumed for these wi res to the box-rr.o nted 
connector . 
All the i npu t data o the math mcdel is 9' ven i n the ap end ix . i c 1 IJdi '1 ~ f 
the pred i ~ted P,:B te"lpe ratures {Tab le Al . A re fer ence or s ink t err;;crat· r e ! 
of 100°F wa s as sumed. 
, 
Results 
The signifi cant temperatures of the PCB fr om Tabl e A have been extrac ed I 
and are shown on able 2. T ese tern eratu res are listed u der Lt l. Since I 
the refe rence tempera t ure was 100· F, the 100 was sub t rac ted so tha t t e 
I 
• • -:;.: NO -L AE1E:t4 T ION -c J "", ... c; ... . . I c+. Fo gal , U~ J. ~'an g ial a ro i, U1243 COOS l fS "e- I °1 .: ~ .... , ••• . ,;-1, .. , . 
: B1 1 11 n9s~446 Young , U244E n ' .. i 
L. Blomstrom. U2439 n " ... ~ , . . i 1, ~ ... t" i • ,
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result is a temperatu e rise above the environment. The values shown under 
llt2 are th~ t errpe rature di fference required to transfer the heat froM t e 
part to the board. Unoer " t3 are the te~pE:rature diffe,·ences wit hin th~ 
piece part to trans fer the heat to ttle case. The last colunn gives the 
maxi mum te~ e rature of t he piece parts. It will be seen that this column 
is blank as is the col umn marked Tsink. The sink (or box) temperature is 
not yet known since the assembly has not been analyzed in adequate detail. 
This analys· s must await the detennination of the final heat dissipati ons 
of the pun:p a nd separator motors. 
However, it should be r.oted that the required sink t emperature mus t equal 
or exceed 6S"C (149"F) in order for the critical terrpe rat ure of any pa rt 
to be atta ined or exceeded. There is a 101< probabil ity that the te .. pera wre 
of the ass e:1lb l~ will reach 65 · C. A preliminary a~al ys is ( rEf . 1) i ndicat d 
that, Vlith no 'l(at 1055 , the average tenperature at the end of one hour 
of contiOlnusoperation Vlill be 140' F (60· C). 
I 
Table 1 
CRIT ICAl PARTS REQUIREf~ENTS 
Piece Part 
Urine Pump Relay Driver - A49 
Flush Pump Relay Driver - A50 
Sample lamp Driver - A29 
Dump Switch la mp Driver - A30 
Flush lamp Driver - A31 
Sample Collect lamp Driver - A32 
Sample Container lamp Driver - A51 
Power/Pha se Sepa rator 
Relay Driver - A33 
S.C. 10. Sensor Bias Driver - A35 
Reistor, Carbon - R1 
Reistor, ireHound - R27 
Integrated Circuit Logic - Var. 
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PREDICTED PERFOR~lANCE OF SIGNIFICANT PARTS 
Tsink II tl 
Piece Part °F;CC °F/oC 
A49 - Urine Pump Relay Driver 9.8/5.4 
A50 - Flush Pump Relay Driver 11.05/6.14 
A29 - Sample La'.:p, Driver 11.96/6.64 
A30 - Dump SwLch Lamp Dri ver 11.96/6.64 
A3l - Flush "On" Lamp Driver 11.2/6.2 
A32 - Sample COllect Lamp Driver 9.9/5.5 
A5l - Sample Ctntainer Lamp Driver 8.0/4.4 
A33 - PO~ler/Pha;e Separator Relay Drive 8.45/4.7 
A35 - S.C. I D. :;ensor bi as Re 1 ay 9.36/5.2 
Rl - Resisto:" 7.42/4.0 
Integrated Circuit Logic 9.0/5.0 (maximum) 
(1) Tmax = Tsink + lItl + lIt2 + lIt3 
lItl - temperature rise of piece part above case. 
lIt2 - tempeature difference, PCB to piece part case. 
lIt3 - temperature rise of PCB under piece part abov~ sink. 
lIt2 t.t3 Tmore 
























A schematic of the liodal matrix used in 
the analysis showing heat dissipator locations. 
Conductive Couplings 
Hodal Heat Dissipntions 
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Figure Al 
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TABLE Al 
CONDUCTIO~ CONNECTIONS BTU/HR.p 




0.1349(000 .~ ... - .• 2.· ___ •. -~ 3. __ 0;13494000 ...... _ .... 3. 
0.1349~000 5 4 
0,1~494000 8 
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0: 1349400Q .. 
0.05397000 
0.05~97000 
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TABLE Al (continued) 
106 107 











1i5 0,13494000 115 116 0,13494000 116 117 
1;:5-- O,13494000U5---1H ·-0;1~494QOO ____ D6 __ ._ j.03 










































91 ~oe 0;03373000 
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1 ~ 8 
0;05397000 
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1~5 ._ 0.03373000 
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TABLE Al (continued) 
2i 6 0.05397000 200 217 0.05397000 201 


















0.05397000·.---·-212 ___ 229 .. ,_._ 0.05397000 _ ._._, 213. 
0.03373000 216 217 0:03373000 211 
0.03373000 219 "-'-. - .. 220 
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0.03373000 
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0.029 5000 0 
0.02950000 
0.143 0000 0 
0.10930000 
0.10730000 
0.~. 30000 0 
0.1-300 000 
0.1430 000 0 
0.1< 3JOOOO 
0.66 600000 







































































0.11600 00 0 
o .u8 00000 




c.~O O O OO O 
0.10 9 3000 0 
". l 09 3000~ 
O. 6c~0 .'(' O : 
0.6hb OJOil O 






























































0.053 9 7000 










0.1 4 30000 0 
0.14~ O OCOO 
0.1 4300000 
0.1 43'0000 
0.1 43 0000 0 
0.1 4 J OOOOO 
0.1 4 30 0 000 
. ! /~nJOG O 



























DGEN TABLE. WATTS (OR TEMP rOR BOUNDARY NODES) 
---0.0156 3 
-
0.0156 4 - .. 0.0040-- 5. -_ O.0~40 
0.0050 a 0.0050 9 0,0100 10 0,0100 
O.ooJo 12 0.0030 13 0,0120 14 0,0120 
0.0050 16 ___ o.on,o 20 _. _ 0,05~0_ 21 .. -_ 0.0250 
0.1'1260 ~3 0.0260 24 o.osnn 25 0.0010 
0.0125 27 0.0250 20 0.0250 29 0.0~75 
0.0375 31 _ 0.0170 53 0.0400 54 0.0400 
0.0020 56 0,0020 75 0.0006 76 0.0006 
0.0006 78 0.0006 79 0.0006 80 0.0006 
0.0006 82 ___ 0.0006 e3 0.0006 84 ____ 0.0006 
0.0006 1?2 0.0r.o6 123 0.0006 124 0.on06 
0.0006 126 o.one{) 127 0.0006 128 0.0006 
0.0006 130 0.00.)6 131 0.0006 13? 0.0r.06 
0.0006 134 0.0006 135 0.0006 172 0.0006 
0.0006 174 0.0006 175 0.0006 !76 0.0006 
0.0006 178 0.0006 \19 ~.OO06 180 0.0006 ____ 
G.OO06 H2 0.0006 183 0.0006 184 0.0006 
0.0006 1~6 0.0006 236 0.0430 237 O.0?60 
0.0050 2H 0.0050 245 0.0390 246 0.0760 
0.0150 300 100.0000 0 o •• 0 o. 
..;;.:- , 
= ~"-
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( 1) 1~8.?67 i 21 109,491 ( 3) 110.256 ( 41 110.£1·23 ( 5) 111.3D9 ( 6) 111
,655 ( 71 111.9 40 ( 8) 1'.2, 
( 91 1t2.04B ( i 0) 111;879 ( 11) 111.487 ( 12 I 111.GOS ( 13) 110,~17 ( 141 1~9,536
 ( 151 103.472 ( 16) 10;' f! 
, 171 1~6.S22 ( 181 105.234 ( 19) 107.731 « 2 0 ) 109,816 ( 21) 110,71\2 ( ?
 2 I 111.41.; ( ~.3' 111,8~6 ( 2~' 'I i') . ... _"", I 
( 2 5) 1!.1.0JO ( 26) 111.778 ( 271 111.757 ( 28) 111.530 ( 29) 111.154 « 3
01 110,360. ( 31) 109,057 I 3~) 107; I 
I 33, 105.957 i 34) 104.049 ( 35) 105. 77~ ( 361 107,717 I 37) 109,174 
( 38) 109.9;>5 ( .39) 110.,425 ( 40) 110: 
( 41) 110.927 ( ~21' 110.828 ( 43) 110.74L ( 44) UO.hl? ( 45) HG.349 
( 46) 10.9,918 ( ~ 7) 139.222 I ~ 0.) lOa, : 
( 49) 1~7.076 ( 50 I 105.814 ( 511 104.396 ( 52) 106.435 ( 53) 1OB.008 
( 54) 108,972 ( 551 109,733 ( 5 ~) 109, ! 
( 57) 109.705 / 581 109,R17 I 5 <) ) 109.817 ( 601 109.733 ( H) H~,560 ( 621 1
09,272 ( 63) 106,8 47 ( 64) 106, : 
( 65) 107,530 / ~ 6\ 106.681. ( 671 105.768 , 68) 104.844 ( 69) 1CJ~,3"4 ( 7
01 107,295 / 71, 107.9'13 ( 72) 106, : 
, 73) 108,664 ( ? 41' 106.665 ( 75) 10a.992 ( 76) 10.9.014 , 77) 1o.B,9~a ( 
76) 108.792 / 79, 108,536 ( 80) 108; : 
/ 8U 10 7 ,690 / ~2) 107.106 [ 83) 106.447 [ 54) 105.752 ( a5) In.5,0<>6 
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OBJECT: To determine the ·se1f prlmlng characteristics of the Micropump 04-71-303-1421 
and to develop a suitable configuration to ensure pump priming in ~ICS usage. 
PROCEDURE: I'lith 1/8" i .d. tubing connect the pump outlet to a check valve and a 
water column so that the pump and outlet line remain dry. Determine the maximum 
pressure gradient against which the pump will pump air. Repeat this procedure 
after ~Ietting the pump gears and draining. Connect a water reservoir to the inlet 
of the pump, using 3/16" i.d. tubing (see Figure 1). The inlet and outlet lines 
should be air filled. Determine the pressure gradient against which the pump l'lili 
self prime. 
Connect an air bypass line from the pump outlet back to the reservoir and determine 
the ne~1 priming characteristics of the system, by repeating the preceeding 
determination. r1easure the influence of different size bypass lines by measuring 
flow rates through the outlet and bypass l'ine5. 
RESULTS: 
pump a ir-dri ed 
pump wet, dra i ned 
Inlet 6" of 3/16" 
Outlet 2" of l/B" 
1 /8" bypass 1 i ne 
~s i.d . 
. 125"-
.030 
i.e} . f'll d i.d. alr 1 e 
pumpirl? rate 
512 ml min 
903 
pumps .air a'gainst 12.5" H 0 
pumps air against 15" H202 
pump primes sys tem aga i nst 
14 II' H20 
pump primes aga i mit> 4' H20 
By~aSS f10\'1 rate 
36 mllmin 
34 
NOTE: Pumpi ng rate does not i ncl ude bypass fl ow. I 
CGriCLUSIONS: The maximum pressure gradient against which the pump \~i11 self prime II 
depellis on the relative volumes of air in the inlet and outlet lines. If the air 
entrapped in the inlet line is of a small enough vc.1u:lle to be compl'essed into the 
vo1un:e of the outlet line prior to the check valve, at a preSSUl'e be10\~ 12.5" H20 then I 
the system can prime itself. To ensure syste::l priming against a positive pressure j 
gradient, u bypass line from the pump outlet to the phase separator is recon:1Cnded. 
Since prmlpt pl'iming is achieved \'Iith a .125" i.d. bypass line, at the expense of I 
a high bypass f1o\': I'ate, and a 101'/ bypass flOH rate is obtained .\·Iith an .030" i.d. J 
1 __ ---lb""pP:!.S.s..-'Ll.J:~c_exll.ellS~E.lldea -pDmingJ:.i,"o .an" ; '~n··,'" ~;, ~o oun-shou.ld-he __ . 
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Test of Expansion Bladder tiaterial 
INFORMATION REQUESTED/RELEASED 
A. INTRODUCTION 
The flush v/ater tank needs an expansion bladder to minimize the build up of internal 
pressure due to thel'mal expansion of \'later in the aluminum shell at temperatures 
up to 150°F. 
The general requirements for the bladder were establisi,ed in PIR lR60-75-l44 and 
are: 
Type: Close Cell Foam Rubber 
Harking Volume: 200 cm 3 at Ambient Pressure 
Performance: Compress by 27.13 cm3 Vlhen pressurized from 17 PSIG to 30 PSIG 
. The 17 PSIG level represents the maximum fill ing pressure from the viBter supply. 
The 30 PSI is a cO'1servative \·:orking 1 imit for the tank. The 27.13 cma compression 
is required to accommodate the maximumexpans;on of the water in the filled tank. 
B. DESCRI PTION OF TEST 
A sample piece of soft foam rubber with close cell structure has been obtained from 
the Stocla'lell Rubber Company and has been tested for conformance to our requirements. 
The sample piece is in the form of a strip, has a volume of 44.43 cm3 and is identi-
fied by Stockwell as SR-ll-N, NIL-R-6130 B, Type 2, Grade A, Soft. 
The rubber strip \'las placed in a small sealed test chamber filled with water and 
connected to a pump as shOl':n on the folloNing page. 
The tests runs ~:ere made in tl'IO steps: 
1. The test chamber ~Ias pressurized by operating the pump l'lith valve A open, 
valve B closed, and using valve C to control the preSSU1'e at the desired 
level. 
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2. Valve A ~IaS closed, valve B ~Ias opened and the effluent ~Iater was col-
lected in a beaker and meas\lred. The weight represented the volume that 
the rubber had compressed at the set pressure. Note that for I'later 1 gm 
~ 1 cm3 • 
Additional test runs ~Iere made using the same procedure after I"emoving 
the sample piece from the test chamber to establish a correction factor 
for the elasticity chamber itself without the foam r.ubber. 
The test results are summariled and plotted in the attacheM Figure 1. 
C. CONCLUSION 
The test sampl e was compressed by 5.5 cm3 when pressurized from " to 30 PSIG. 
If instead of making a special bladder vie use the commercially available material 
tested, the equivalent total volume required is: 
V = 44.43 cm3 x 27.13 cm3 /5.5 cm3 = 219 cm3 
which is quite close to the ideal 200 cm 3 calculated in the referenced PIR. 
As suggested, the foam rubber will be added in the form of two 1 ongitudina 1 stri ps 
bonded to the inside of the aluminum shell. This arl"angement has the obvious 
advantage of eliminating the long term effect of \l'ater permeation, or loss of 
performance dlle soaking through bJ"oken. if the foalll rubeer I"ere to be used 
as a bladder inside the main bladdel" as originally planned. 'rhe strips ~!i11 also 
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•• DESIGN OPTHHZATION OF BMS SEPTA 
INFORMATION REQUESTED/RELEASED 
OBJECT: To evaluate various materials and determine the optimum choice for the 
septum for the urine sampling part in the BMS. 
PROCEDURE: Several septa were made of each material to be evaluated. The needl e 
insertion force was determined several times with a Hunter force guage, 
for each septum. The septa were then subjected to a cyclic life test 
as described in PIR 133 of 5-15-75. Each septum was tested for 500 
cycles or until failure. P1exig1ass holders of .428 and .421 diameter 
were used, depending on results of needle insertion force tests and 
initial leak tests. Following testing of several septa of RTV700 
and of RTV620, the in-house mold \~as polished and the corners rounded. 
t10re septa were then fabricated and tested. 
The materials evaluated \~ere: 
RTV630' ( fabricated in-house 
RTV700.1 
r40difi ed RTV . .', , 
\;.~) 
DPR242 rubber l.., fabricated by DeBell & Richardson 
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Life Test Results: 
Material Holder dia. (in.) Results 
RTV 700 .421 stopped test @ 114 cycles due to 
septum wear 
RTV 700 .421 worn @ 122 cycles, stop @ 519 worn, 
w/teflon sprayed needle no leakage 
RTV 700 
w/teflon sprayed needle 
RTV 700 
RTV 630 (a) 
RTV 630 (b) 
RTV 630 (b) 
RTV 630 (c) 
RTV 630 (c) 
RTV 630 (c) 
polished mold 

















243 cycles - slightly worn 
555 cycles - stop test - Vlorn & torn 
but no 1 eakage 
102 cycles 
252 cycles - worn, leaking, stop test 
72 cycles - wearing, no leak 
500 cycles - worn, no leak, stop test 
250 cycles - leaking 
21 cycles - stop test as needle 
will not retract properly 
1 eaks 
won't work 
516 cycles - no signs of wear 
no 1 eak 
566 cycles - no signs of wear 
no lead 
340 some sign of wear, no leak 
362 leaks 
543 leaks badly, stop test 
septum torn 
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Conclusion: RTV 630, in a 10:1 ratio of compound to catalyst, cured for 
two hours at 200°F results in a satisfactory septum. Difficul-
ties were encountered due to the unpolished condition of the 
mold - polishing and rounding sharp edges made a significant 
improvement in the quality of the septum produced. These 
septa did not leak under pressure and showed no signs of ab-
rasive wear after more than 500 needle insertion/withdrawl 
cycles. They did exhibit a tendency to allow a small quantity 
of water to cling to the needle as it was withdrawn, but their 
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On the basis of continuous operation 
the maximum component temperatures were: 
of the Bt1S for 1.0 hour, or 12 cycles, 
Phase Separator Drive Motor 80°C 
Urine Pump 69 
'-' 
( F1 ush Pump 38 Al Logic Card - Electronics 48 
~, Power Supply - Electronics 108 
LJ 
1.0 INTRODUCTI ON 
r1 





of the shuttle. Figure 1 is an exploded schematic of the assembly. Heat dissipation 
in the Br.lS is located in the phase separator drive motor, the urine pump, the 
flush pump and the electl'onics. The duty cycle of the equipment is shown on Figure 
2. This figure gives a cycle time of 300 secs. Since no realistic duty cycle, 
01' frequency of operation, is available, Mr. John 11angialardi suggested 1 hour of 
continuous operation. 
LJ 2.0 REQUIREI~ENTS 
en 
L.u 
The limiting temperature requirements for the cri ti ca 1 items of the Bt1S 





BMS Critical Temperature Requirements 
cL 
I 
Phase Separator Motor 130°C 
Urine Pump ~lotor 90°C 
Flush Pump Motor 90 0 e 
Al Logic Card 125°C 
I 
I 
Power Supply 125°C 
.-
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3.0 MODEL DESCRIPTION 
1 
A 28 node model was developed for the BMS. 'Table 2 lists the nodal elements 
and describes them. Table 3 presents the mlth model input data to the computer. 
A conduc~ivity of 90 Btu/hrftOF was used for the aluminum and a conductance of 68.0 
Btu/hrft of was assumed for joints. During operation of the phase separator an air 
flow rate of 8 cfm passes through. the separator. For the fi'rst 100 seconds of operation 
urine at 98°F is assumed in contact with the phase separator walls •. Connection to the 
air is 1.43 Btu/hroF and to the urine is 10.0 Btu/hroF. No convection from the outer 
surface of the assembly to the shuttle environment is included nor is any conduction 
to the shuttle structure. These assumptions were made because ther is no established 
provision to install the BMS in the shuttle. 
4.0 ANALYSIS 
In the performance of the heat up of the BMS the heat fnputs were average values 
for a cycle except for the convection between the urine (node 28) and the phase 
separator body. This heat exchange was restricted to the first 100 seconds of a 
cycle with none in the subsequent 200 seconds. Convection to the air (node 20) followed 
an inverse pattern. A total of 12 cycles were run, for a total time of 1 hour. 
5.0 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Table 4 presents the final temperatures of all the elements of the model. 
Figure 3 is a plot of the heat dissipating elements of the model. Note that node 
14 is the housing for the electronics and not the parts themselves.--shown separately 
on Table 3 are the logic card maximum temperatures and the power supply maximum 
temperatures. These temperatures are based on the temperature rises above the environ-
ment calculated separately for these components. The calculations for the card are 
contained in Reference 1 and in the appendix for the power supply. 
Referring to Table 4 and Figure 3 it is seen that none of the calculated 
temperatures exceed the allowable limits. It should be noted however that: 
1 1:(5. .) ) :1 , 
'j~ 
,;; -'. )3 
This analysis provides only "worst case" heat up characteristics, 
but no cool down characteristics. It is reasonable to assume 
that the BMS will be bolted into the shuttle and will be "bathed" 
in the shuttle environment. Therefore when the BMS is not in 
use it will tend to return to the ambient temperature level 
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Est. System Operating Time for 300 avg. ~Iicturition 
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I 
I 
_ Purg Sw. Actuated 
Micturition = l/,r- Install Sample Container 
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Node Number Description 
1 Phase Separator Body • 
2 Gear Box, Phase Separator 
3 t~otor , Phase Separator 
4-11 Centra') r~ount i ng Pl ate 
12 Flush Pump and Motor 
13 Uri ne Pump and r,lotor 
14 Power Supply & Electronics Ass 'y 
15 Housing Top, Front 
16 Housing, Bottom 
17 Housing, Rear Surface 
18 Housing, Right Side, Front 
19 Housing, Left Side, Front 
20 Cooling Air, (Boundary Node) 
21-24 Housing Front 
25 Housing, Right Side, Rear 
26 . Housing, Left Side, Rear 
27 Housing, Top, Rear 
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The attached data shovi (Figure Al) the electric analog model of the povler 
supply of BNS and (Figure A2) the detail element temperatures of the .logic card. 
-.' 
The analysis performed for the power supply network shown on Figure lA in-
cludE:d the POI~er Supply P\'JB as a lumped man element. dissipating 0.58W '" uniformly. 
Subsequent discussions I~ith Steve Peck have shown that the dissipation can vary 
from 0.814\'1 to 1.055H. The average Q/A for the PHB (Q " .814) is 50.S mw/in
2 
\~hile discrete locations (CR2-CR7) is 336.8 ml'l/in2. and the A2 Hybl'id is 390.6 I'1w/in2. 
At this stage of the analysis it is not possible to perform a detailed analysis 
of the PHB assembly. Therefore. the average PWB temperature was determined and 
the local temperature determined by Q/A ratios. These temperatures are shOlm in 
Table lAo It should be noted that no conduction in the board was considered except 
locally and neither \'las conduction from the board to the box through the mounting 
screvls. These effects wi 11 tend to reduce 1 oca 1 temperatures but not more than 
10 - 15°C, 
In reviel,ing this assembly, the fact that this assembly will be located in a 
pressurized environment. Therefore. conduction through the air will assist in cool-
'/ 
ing the PHB. However. since there is no "g" field there l~i11 be no conWection. Air 
conducti on and radi at i on to a rel atively low environmental temperature \'Ii 11 con'pen-
sate for the poor conduction in the board. poor contact of the components I~ith the 
board, and the relatively isolated mounting of the board. 
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PREDICTED PERFORMANCE OF SIGNIFICANT PARTS 
Tsink Atl 
Piece Part °FjOC °F/oC 
A49 - Urine Pump Relay Driver * 9.8/5.4 
A50 - Flush Pump Relay Driver 11.05/6.14 
A29 Sample Lamp, Driver 11 .96/6.64 
A30 - Dump Sl1itch Lamp Driver 11.96/6.64 
A31 - Flush "On" Lamp Driver 11.2/6.2 
A32 - Sample Collect Lamp Driver 9.9/5.5 
A51 - Sample Container Lamp Driver 8.0/4.4 
A33 - POl1er/Phase Separator Relay Drive 8.45/4.7 
A35 - S.C. ID. Sensor Bias Relay 9.36/5.2 
Rl - Resistor 7.42/4.0 
Integrated Circuit Logic 9.0/5.0 
(1) Tmax = Tsink + Atl + At2 + At3 
Atl - temperature rise of piece part above case. 
At2 - temperature difference, PCB to piece part case. 
At3 - temperature rise of PCB under piece part above sink. 
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IMC MAGNETICS CO .. :> .. Execulive Offices, 570 Mail' SImi, Westbury, New York ,15'11 • (516) 334-7070 
• TWX (51!) 222-4469 
General Electric Company 
P.O. Box 8555 . 
Philacelphia. PA 19101 
May 21. 1975 
Attention: John K. I>lang1.alardi, RooIa U-1243, Vl'SC 
Subject: Phase Separator Drive Motor INC P!H BT 29100-2 
Reference: G.E. Purchase Order 028-841027 
INC w.o. X3144 
Dear John: 
Enclctle:'i please find the speaa-to1."C!ue data on the 
Y~ase Senarator Drive Motor. 
T"':-.c nutline dra~inq bas alf!ro been c:)rreet.ed to t.'{!:!:: ;;:.:.:": 
·the motor "'~:.~h we are s\lpplying to YO·J. l'lel'.:::c I1c~e ~1·.'~·t: 
t'!~e ClJr~ent is 0.3 tI~I~PS rather than the 0.7 llT.l!=ls p:.e·!~c·Il"':J 
statec. The 0.7 amps: was based on a 115 ... ·olts lin;: tc li,',,,, 
win1inq. 
'i'he unit ~'ill b<: .. hipped to your shortly. 









Very truly yours, 
IKe V~G~~ICS CORP. 
Robert Altschuler 
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PARTS LIST NO • __ 1 '_2_1 __ _ 
PART NO • __ 8_0_2_2_1 ___ _ 
DATE J.nu8rY I" 1975 
REV J.nu8rY I" 1975 
TEST SPECIFICATION 1~21 
HODEL NO. 0~-71-303-1~21 CUSTOHER REF Gener.1 Electric Co, 
I. ". _ SERIAL "u .~!~~~· ~?~2~ ______ __ 
TEST FLUID ___ W_a_t_e_r ________ ___ TEHPERATURE ___ 7_0_0_-_8_0_0 __ F_, ______ ___ 
POW E R __ 2_0_0_V_, _"_0_0_-'V __ 3 _e __ 
TEST 
I, PROOF PRESSURE : WHEN PRESSURIZED WITH AIR @ ~O PSIG HIN., 
PUHP DRIVEN ASSEHBLY (P/N 80182) MUST NOT LEAK WHEN HELD 
UNDER WATER FOR A TWO (2) HINUTE TEST PERIOD . NOT HORE THAN 
ONE (I) HINUTE SETTLING TIME IS ALLOWED BEFORE TEST PERIOD , 
DATE OF TEST \1\?'f \ \ ~ -'1 l:) 
' / PASSED_~, ~\ ___ !FAILED _______ __ 
PAGE 1 OF 3 

































l ,c' I r l~ [ 
l 
t .... J. 
" . 
~ •. f': ~ ,,:~';' 
• 
PARTS LIST NO • 1421 
PART NO. 80221 
DATE January 19, 1975 
REV January 19. 1975 
TEST SPECIFICATION 1421 
MODEL NO. 04-71-303-1421 CUSTOMER REF General Electric Co. 
SERIAL nu.~\~0~'~~~~~ ______ __ 
TEST FLUID ___ W_a_t_e_r ________ __ 70·-80· F. TEHPERATURE ________________ . 
POWER. ___ 2_0_0 __ V_. ___ 40_0_~ __ 3_~ __ __ 
TEST 
1. PROOF PRESSURE: WHEN PRESSURIZED WITH AIR @ 40 PSIG MIN., 
PUMP DRIVEN ASSEMBLY (PIN 80182) MUST NOT LEAK WHEN HELD 
UNDER WATER FOR A TWO (2) MINUTE TEST PERIOD. NOT MORE THAN 
ONE (1) MINUTE SETTLING TIME IS ALLOWED BEFORE TEST PERIOD. 
DATE OF TEST b?V-\ \ -;:,-'It;' 
PASSED ~< FAILED ______ __ 
PAGE I OF 3 















""., J __ ,, _____ , L 
•• 
2. 
'. , .... .' .. "" " ... ',.-..,. . .
.... 
~',~ . 
STARTING CURRENT: WITH PUMP & KOTOR CONNECTED FOR NORMAL OPERATION, 
STARTING CURRENT SHALL NOT EXCEED 0.9 AMPS. AND SHALL DROP 
TO NORMAL OPERATING (.55 AMP. MAX.) WITHIN 2 SECONDS. 
STARTING CURRENT __ ._4~ _________ ~AMPS 
AFTER 2 SECONDS . Q., AMPS 
DATE OF TEST I"Ity'(") \ 3>!j f5 
PASSED ~ FAI LED ____ _ 
l1M(}~>~~ 
3. NORMAL OPERATION: FLUID TEMP. 
PRESS. FLOW CURRENT 
IN OUT P-l P-2. P-3 POWER P.F. 
REQ'D 0 0 SC11i- - - - -- -
0 0 5;1. v'f' , ). .')" '). 33 ,41. 
ACTUAL 
DATE OF TEST S\ ~t\\ ~ lJ 5 
PASSED f... FAI LED 
---
~GS 1~~QeWvrul. 



























1000 VOLTS, 60 CYCLES, FOR ONE (I) SEC . (RATE OF APPLICATION 
SOO V/SEC) 
I II (' (" I #'/ 0 /" . > :> T"r ::>-1 r -r .> A.- ". ) 
LEADS ABC (TIED TOGETHER) TO FRAME __________________ __ 
INSULATION RESISTANCE 
DATE OF TEST ;:; 41'11 I -:;7 r i 
< S'IGNTURE I ' 
500 VOLTS + 10% D. C., RES ! STANCE MUST EXCEED SOO MEGOHMS 
/Vl ? -.y ., ~ ,'< .... " ~A- If l it' (. ') 
LEADS ABC (TIED TOGETHER) TO FR AME __________ ·____ , ____ __ 
DA TE OF TE ST 3 .. /'" ~/ ' I -::J r 
i 
PASSED .t---' F A I LE 0 __ _ 
~) '2?z / ' :'Y~1' '' 
SIGNATURE c 
POST TEST OPERATIONS: 
DRAIN PUMP 
SEAL PORTS WITH CAP LUG "K-S" 
PAGE ] OF ) 
l 





01+ -71 -303-11+21 SIN 1062 
(G .E. PH I LADELPHIA ) VALLEY FORGE 
1 • TES T USING WATER @ 100' F. 
2 . 200 Y., 1+00 V., 30 
3_ MEASURE FLOW AT 16 PSI 18 
3a_ MEASURE FLOW AT 1+ PS I 22 
1+ . WHAT PRESSUR E (MAX.) FOR 300 
5 • MUS T NOT DE CO UP LE AT BLOCKED 
6. PRESSURE AT BLOCKED 
7. WATTS @ 15 PSI 
GLOBE MOTOR 33A2217A 
22000/5500 RPM 
16 - 1+0 WATTS 






















MODEL 204 PRESSURE TRANSDUCER 
OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS 
GENERAL INFORMATION 
Your Setra transducer has been carefully calibrated before shipment to you, and i t should be 
hand led with the same care given any precision instrument. Pressure range and dimensions are 
reported on the specifications bulletin fOl' the transducer. 
AMBIENT CONDITIONS 
Do not use in ambient conditions corrosive to anodized aluminum, 01' submerged in l iquids 01' 
subjected to spray or drip. The unit is not designed fOl' use in very high vibration env ironment. 
ATMOSPHERIC REFERENCE (Gage pressur.e transducers only >. 
Lower range units are subject to excessive thermal zero shi ft unless vented to atmosphere. 
The electrical cable provides this equalization vent . Do not seal the electrica l cab le when 
installing. Fluids or gases other than clean dry air should not be allowed to enter the cable. 














The pressure transducer rnust be orerated with the case connected either to the negat ive 
excitation term inal or to the negati ve output terminal. Fai lure to do th is may resul t in damage 
to or unsatisfactory operation of the unit. This connection may be made by connect ing shield 
and back (-excitation ) leads or shie ld and brown leads together. Most effect ive shield ing 
against noise will be obtained by us ing the sh ield and -exci tat ion I ads. 
Circuit is reversed voltage protected for at least 5 minutes. Internal tranSient suppression 
network is prov ided for short duration tranSients to 150 vo lts. 
ADJUSTMENTS 
Remove cover of transducer to get access to adjus tments. 
ZERO PRESSURE OUTPUT 
Can be adjusted to zero by potentiometer as shown in diagram . Unit lactory- Jd Justed 
to zero output. 
SENSITIVITY 
Can be ad j usted by potenti ometer as shown on outitne G,.lgrall1. Un it t~ct(lr v -Jd,us ted 
to OI'der specification . 
LI NEAR ITY DO NOT TOUCH 
Factory-adjusted lor best l inear ity. TOllching any adjustments other 'J'anlero output 
or sensitiv ity may neces si t.l te reca l ibration. 
Rev . '1/ 75 









TE MPERATURE ' 
COMPENSATION 
DO NOT TOUCH 
ZERO ADJUST 





., LINEARITY ADJUST 
DO NOT TOUCH 
" ~,'-. -,\-\. - SENSOR BALANCE 





--"'IC..--. SENS ITIVITY ADJ UST 
D[/hN SETRA SYSTEMS, INC. 
CHCf;J(lD )-:- L ADJUSTMEN TS 
MODEL 204 PRESSURE TRANSDUCER 
~D 
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II)OEL: 20<{ SER. NO.: (P I '1~ l ' , "II-! '
t
'-
PRESsURE HAd: ..; 7 D ·{, PVQ i ' . 1 . ";'-t - H-t 
EXCIT AT.,N: ~ '-/ VULtS ~~. 
ZERO PRU$Utt bUTPUt-: "TIS ..., 
FULL RANGE SENSIT 1VITV*:r 623Vhl TS 
OUTPUT IO'SE: / . vS" IIV RMS 
DATE OF !NSPltp,?N: I: ' 16 . 7$ 
INSPECTOR: ... ' / /1../ 
P .. CHASED BY: " .r- . 
P .. CILlSE ORD~EI"''II~;;'': ~(>'="~ -=6""":~~/.f':"':t:-:;-~:-;(.TI - I" 
!lTRA .. 9,RDER NO: {i::fl. , : t~ 
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6.3 Supplemental Fabrication lnfonnation 
The following GE internal meroo is intended to supp1ement/uodate previous 
data contained in the interim, PDR and/or CDR repor ts: 







GE /I ER AL () m CTRIC I·CLASS . UR . IOPfRATION IPROGRAM ISEQUEN CE NO . RCV , UN . 
SPAC [ ~IVISION 
P,A NO. U - lflflO - 7~ - 171 PH ILAO[tf':tlA 
·USE "c" rOR CLASSIFICO AND flU" FOR UN CLASSi fiED PROGRAM INFORMATION REQUEST /RELEASE 
~----~----~----------------------------~ 
TO G. L. Foga l, Bioengineering Program 14u nager v P. Long , Room ' U-2432, VF SC 
Room #U-1240, VFSC 
DATE: 5tN T DAlE INfO. R[QU Ir.ED PROJECT AND RCO. NO. REFERENCE DIR . NO. 
9-10-75 
SU !lJr~- ------L---------I----_________ -'-____________ -l 
ELECTRi ':;AL CU:·1PONEIIT BUr.'l - IN 
-----INFORM ATION RECUESTED/ RELE ASE D 
Since the BI·1S i ~ a non-flight uni t, it was decided to burn-in the majority of the 
components after board assembly du r ing board checkout and system test. Most components 
are flat pack devi ces ~/hich are surfa ce soldered and, t he refore, easily removabl e , 
several com;lonents , hOI'/ever, have ma ny l eads which are inserted into the multilayer 
•• boards. Sin ce t hese would be difficult t o repl ace, it ~'as decided to burn these in 
pr.or to board assemhly. 
.. 
One flN5203 AID converter , t wo MN2 002 references. tl'/O Spectrum ' Techno l ogy osci 11 it-
tors and nine DH006CH dr i vers f all into this category and were burned in as follows -
The AID con verter, refe rences and osci ll ator were :,urned i n for 336 hours at r0011 
tel: erature in a breadboard circiut exactly the same as the BMS printed wire boards. 
The DHOU06CH rc·lay drivers ~/ere tested in a speci al fixture. in which they crove a 
resistive lead equi valent to the relay . Th ese drivers were tested at room tellipe ratur e 
for 16B !tars. In addition one dl"iver was connected to the exact type rel ay being 
driven and cycled 35 ,000 times I·lith no effect on either the driver or t he rel ay. This 
is greater by a factor of 10 than the expec ted use of th e relay . 
- ----_._--- ----- _._--_._ ------ ----,----- ,----------- -- .... -
rA.C;r;: NO. .J.. R£'TIt.NlI0N RLOU IRL,, · r. "I T S 
cc: G. L. rt" ',l l (3) I,. G,' l'.l 1'1i tz f-,~co:.:e.:.IC"'., ~F..:.n::.:"_l -~_._n~.~ . ~ ..!....! ._ 0_' -:::,_ rL~~"' . __ 
, ODT.OINAL PAGE IS 1 1 rl-' ~-" lJ_ ~'.'-~~ .. - . 
I 0;' POOR QUALITY _0' __ R . ::: ft :~:_~ .--o ~ .. o:.:~ ~.--------------------------------------------~----~~======~====~-
6.4 Tes t Re'p'or t 
PIR l R60 - 75- XX X. "BMS Fl lght Proto type Tes t Res ults". 
- 17 -
t U EIIAL.ELECTRIC rCL.ASS . LTR. IOP£RATIOH I PftOGRAM ISEQUENCE NO . UV. LTIt . 
SPACE DIVISION PUt NO . U - lR60 - 75 - 205 PH;IADI\PHIA 
PROGRAM INFORMATION REQUEST /RElEASE · USE "c" FOR CLASSIF'IED AND "u" FOR UNCLASSIFIED 
~~G. L. Fogal, Bioengineering Programs TO DISTRIBUTION 
Room NU-2437, VFSC Extension - 5636 
OAt( SENT DATE IN'(.) . REQUIAED PROJECT AND REO. NO . REFERE,.CE OIR . NO. 
Modular Biowaste Monitoring 
12-8-75 Sys tem 
SUBJECT 
BMS Flight Prototype Test Results 
INFORMAT ION REQUE STEO/ RELEASED 
1.0 SUMMARY 
Operability of the BMS flight prototype mode l ~as demonstrated and operating per-
formance data obtained lIsing both urine and water as input fluids. No opera tiona 1 
1 imi ta tion were uncovered. 
2.0 OBJECTIVE 
'lemons tra te operab i 1 i ty of the BMS fl ight prc totyoe model under both normal and 
co nti ngency opera ti ng modes and obtain performance data. 
3.0 TEST HARDWARE 
BMS f l i gh t proto type , GE drawing ER47E231825, plus assoi ca ted GSE hardware. 
4.0 TEST DESCRIPTION 
Tests of the flight prototype model were divided into four categories, i .e. op-
era ti ona 1 procedures, volume measurement, sampling and mechanica l /elec tronic. 
Specific tests a nd results are as desc ri bed below. 
4.1 Mission Operational Procedures 
4.1.1 Normal Procedures 
The in tegra ted sys tem test procedures as defined in the BMS OM and H Manual 
755054217, section 4. 2.2. we re successfully performed. 
~ .GII NO. .J.. IItIlTIIHT I ON "IlQullllll"".NT. 
cc: G. L. Fogal (3) CO~ I •• ,.Ollt ..... TII." 111'0" 
V. P. Long n I .... . . n ' ...... 
J. K. Mang ia 1 ardi 0 . ...... o . ...... R. W. Murray _1_~.Jll... 0 .101 0 • . n,a ...... 
n "'0'. n ... a. 




4.1.2 Emergency Procedures 
The contingency operating procedures as defi ned in the BM5 OM and H Manual 
755054217, section ~ .O were successfully demonstrated . 
4. 2 Volume Measurement 
4.2.1 Calibration 
Two ca libration tests were performed. After compl eting the first ca libration, 
subsequent tests indica ted that the f l uid residual in the phase separator could 
be substantially reduced by increased the pump-out time following each flush 
water input. To accomp1 ish thi s reduction in residual, the pumpou t time wa s 
increased from 6.4 to 33.6 seconds. The pressure sensor zero offset was also 
readj usted to the same offset value observed during the first calibration tests. 
However no change was made in the pressure sensor gain adjustment. A second 
calibration was then performed. Results of these two ca lib ra ti on tests are 
shown in table 1 and plotted in Figures 1 and 2. Figure 3 shows an example of 
the raw da ta obtained from the TLM outpu t. 
Inspection of Figure 1 shows that an approximate cal ibration may be achieved by 
use of four linear secti ons and deriv ing a fluid volume equation for each section. 
This was accomplished with results as shown in Tables 2 and 3. The fluid 
volume equations are based on the theoretical equation 
x 
V = k [;U)~] (1) 
Where 
V = F1 ui d vo 1 ume 
P = Pressure at phase separator periphery 
IoU = rpm of phase sepa ra tor 
5 = Fluid specifi c gravity 
X and k z Cons tants 
- 2 -
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Table 1 Calibration Test Data 
Test Sample (PW2/S)1 
Grams 1st Cal ibratl0n Test 2nd Ca 1 ibration Tes t 
10 1.229 0.346 
25 2.500 1.425 
50 4. 373 3.719 
75 6. 407 5.578 
100 8.111 7. 621 
150 10.975 10 .693 
200 13.631 13.454 
?50 16.313 16.093 
300 18.912 18.726 
350 21.290 -- ----
400 23 . 532 23.491 
500 27.192 27.322 
600 30.392 30.648 
700 33.608 33.783 
800 36.590 36.839 
900 39.424 39.727 
1. Mean value ; based on 10 ambi ent temperature (70 to 75 OF) water 
sampl sand P and W equi valent pressure and rpm val ues X10- 3 














Table 2 Flui d Volume Equations, First Cal ibrat io n Tes t 
Ranae 
Vo 1 ume [¥l Equa ti on 1 
Under 50 m1 Under 4.4 V = 7.7 [p~ 2r .268 
50 to 100 m1 4.4 to 8.1 V = 9.55 [Pft 122 
101 to 425 m1 8.1 to 24.5 V = 6.889 rp~2r · 286 
Over 425 m1 Over 24.5 V = 2.791 [p~2r· 572 
V = Fluid volume in m1 
P = TLM output X10- a (pressure equ i valent) 
W = TLM output X10- a (rpm equivalent) 









Table 3 Fluid Volume Equations, Second Cal ibration Test 
RaMe 
Volume (PW 2/S ) 
Equa ti on 1 
Under 50 ml Under 3.7 V = 20.53 [p'f ]0.6777 
50 to 100 ml 3.7 to 7.6 V z 14.06 rno.966l 
101 to 425 ml 7.6 to 24.6 V = 8.188 ~~2r ·232 
Over 425 ml Over 24.6 V = 2.778 r~T .57 
lWhere 
V = Fluid volume in ml 
P = TLM output X10- 3 (pressure equivalent) 
W = TLM output X10- 3 (rpm equivalent) 
S = Specific gravity of fluid 
- 9 -
l. 
Table 4 Conversi on Of TLM Gutputs 
RPM 
Phase sepa rator RPM = 9;12n5:f0,::0,=0-:,:0-::-:=7:7 
TLM rpm output 
PRESSURE 
Pressure sensor voltage = TLM Pressure output 
409.6 
Note: As adjusted by the vendor, a pressure sensor out-
put of 10.00 volts corresponds to 0.6 psi . How-
ever, to compensate for a higher than anticipated 
pressure output, the pressure sensor gain was re-
duced. Thus as set for the second cal ibration 
test, a 10 .00 vo lt output corresponds roughly to 






P and~ may be calculated from the TLM output (as shown i n Table 4) or the TLM 
output may be used direct ly . Since the TLM output of rpm is actually proport-
ional to l/uJ then, 
(2 ) 
Where 
P = TLM output (pressure eqliva1ent) 
W " TLM output (rpm equivalent) 
For convenience, both P and Ware divided by 1000. 
The values of X in the fluid value equations, Tables 2 and 3, were calculated 
as in t he following example (for Table 3, equat ~ n 4) : 
X = 109 900 - 109 500 = 0.25527 = 1.570 
log rpw'l -:. 10g rf' Wl b. 16258 
T pOD LS 500 
The value k1 was then determined from equat ion (2) above. Thus 
I.... V • 900 " 2.778 
K [~'1r- (39 .127) 1.570 
and the equation (2) then becomes V = 2.778 [,%] 1.570 for flu id volumes greater 
than 425 m1. 
4.2.2 Meas urement Error 
The standard deviation of (PW2/S) was calculated for each calibration data po int 
and plotted in Fi gure 4. This repeatability error represents the minimum wh ich 
can be expected for the BMS. 
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If the approximate fluid volume equations noted in section 4.2.1 are used, an addi-
tion error due to non-linearity (over each equation volume range) must be added to 
the repeatability error. Tab les - and 6 show the magnitude of this linearity error. 
Tab 1 e 7 shows the r ange of the comb ined error. If a sma 11 er measuremen terror is 
desired , additional data points must be obtained and a cali bration curve (rather 
than approximation equations) used, or addit i onal flu id volume equaL I0ns deri ved. 
4.2.3 Fluid Temperature 
The previously discussed calibration tests were made using ambient temperature 
{70 to 75°F) water as the fl uid . Approximately lOO°F water was also used to verify 
the pressure sensor temperature compensation feature. The latter appears to be 
operating as planned , see Table 8. 
4.2.4 Urine Samples 
Table 9 shows measuremen t results using urine samples. Comparing with Table 7, the 
measurement error appears to be somewhat larger than predicted by the calibration 
data. However, if Table 7 is based on a :!:.3 sigma repeatability error, then the data 
of Table 9 is reasonably consistant with the calibration data. 
4.2.5 Effect of Flush Cycl e 
Several test runs were made with the flush water tank disconnected to assess the 
2ffect of the flush cycle on the calibration. Using 400 m1 ambient temperature water 
samples, PW2/S averaged 23.103 as compared to 23.491 with the flush tank operative 
(or about an 8 m1 di fference) . 
- 13 -
~ 
Table 5 Linearity Error, First Calibration Tes t 
-
In put Calculated Vo1ume l L ineari ty Error 
10 grams 10.00 m1 0.00 ml 0.00 % 
25 24.61 -0.39 -1 .56 
50 50.00 0.00 0.00 
75 76.75 1. 75 2.33 
100 101.67 1.67 1. 67 
150 150.01 0. 01 0 .00 
200 198.23 -1.77 -0.89 
250 249.73 -0. 27 -0. i1 
300 302.02 2.02 0. 67 
350 351 .71 1. 71 0 .49 
400 399 .95 -0.05 -0.01 
500 502.00 2.00 0. 40 
600 597 .94 -2.06 0.34 
700 700.37 0.37 0.05 
800 800.51 0.51 0.06 
900 900.11 0.11 0.01 
IUsi ng Table 2 equations 
- 14 -
l Table 6 Linea ri ty Error, Second Calibration Test 
l Input Ca lcu l ated Volume l Linearity Error 
1 10 grams 10.00 ml O.Oll ml 0.00 % 
I 25 26 .10 1. 10 4.40 50 50.01 0.01 0 . 02 
I 75 73.99 -1 .01 -1. 35 
100 99.96 -0.04 -0.04 
150 151 .71 1. 71 1.14 
200 201.34 1. 34 'J.67 
250 251 .05 1.05 0.42 
, 
I 
300 302.57 2.59 0.86 
- 400 400.06 0.06 0.01 
- 500 500.10 0.10 0.02 
.. 
600 598 . 94 -1.06 -0.18 
700 697 .89 -2 .11 -0.30 
800 799.53 -0.47 -0 .06 
- 900 900 . 11 0 .11 0.01 


















Table 7 Combined Error Rangel 
Input linearity 
Error 3 




10 grams 0.00 % + 26. 24 % 
25 4 .40 + 4.98 
-
50 0.02 + 1.70 
-
75 -1 .35 + 2.08 
-
100 -0.04 + 0.90 
-
150 1.14 + 0. 48 
-
200 0.67 + 0.76 
-
250 0.42 + 0.54 
-
300 0.86 + 0.28 
-
400 0.01 + 0 .30 
-
500 0 .02 + 0.24 
-
600 -0.18 + 0.30 
-
700 -0.30 + 0.20 
-
800 -0.06 + 0.18 
-
900 0.01 + 0.10 
-
ISeconu Calibration Test Oata 
2Standard Deviation From Mean. ~2 Sigma Level 






+26.24 to -26 .24 % 
+ 9.38 to - .58 
+ 1.72 to - 1 .68 
+ 0.73 to - 3.43 
+ 0.86 to - 0.94 
+ 1.62 to + 0 . 66 
+ 1 .43 to - 0 . 09 
+ 0.96 to - 0.12 
+ 1.14 to + 0.58 
+ 0.31 to - 0.29 
+ 0.26 to - 0.22 
+ 0 . 12 to - 0.48 
- 0.10 to - 0 . 50 
+ 0.12 to - 0.24 




Table 8 Warm Water Samp les 
•• 
Inpu t ~amp Ie 
Quan t ity Temperature (PW2 ) Ca lculated 
S Vo l ume ! 
200 grams 100 of 13.390 200.16ml 
., 
200 101 13.392 200.19 
400 100 23 .411 398.40 
• • 
400 100 23.441 399.01 
600 101 30.629 598.36 
600 103 30.742 601 .83 
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Table 9 Urine Samples 
Input Sa~'e 
Quantity Temperature (pW2) 1 Calculated Error 
S Wei qh t 2 
231. grams 98 of 14.992 230.1 grams -.04% 
217. 75 14.415 219.2 1.01 
172 .5 75 11.949 174.0 0.87 
95.5 75 7.227 95.0 -0.52 
45. 98 3.058 43.8 -2.67 
23. 75 1 .338 25.0 8.69 
20. 75 1 .159 22.7 13.50 
200 . 40 3 13.541 202 . 9 1. 45 
200. 60 (es t . ) 13 . 491 202.0 1.00 
97 . 5 98 7.442 97.8 0.31 
82 75 5.965 78.9 -3.78 
70.5 75 5.122 68 . 1 -3.40 
65.5 75 4 .810 64.1 -2.14 
47. 75 3.455 47 .6 1.28 
lS= 1 .0 













4.2.6 Test Procedure Error 
The data noted in preceding sections also includes a procedural error , i.e ., the 
difference between the input sample weight recorded and the actual weight of the 
sample. Th i s e~ror is estimated to be less than +0.5 grams . 
4.2.7 Maximum Volume 
With the pressure sensor zero offset and gain adjusted as for i ;le second calibra ti on 
test, the maxi m meas ureab l e volume is about 97G ml. Since fluid press ure s were 
somewhat higher than anticipated, further adjustment ( to achieve 1000 ml meas ure-
ments ) was outside the press ure sensor gain ad j ust range. Thus. for all i nput 
vo lumes exceeding about 970 ml, the TLM press ure equivalent output P will be 
constant at 4096. 
4 .2.8 Vortex Uniformity 
During fluid input. the fluid vortex in the phase separator is increasing in depth . 
Depending on t he rate of fluid input. uniformity of vortex dep th is laggi ng the fluid 
input. To assure vortex uniformity. a 10 to 15 second delay af ter completion of 
fluid input and ac tuation of PURG or DUMP switches was used in obtaining the data 
noted above (and is recommended for operational use). 
4.3 Sampling 
4.3.1 General 
Both water and urine samples were obtained using the PURG/SAMP sequence . The total 
sample volume was easily controlled via the SAMP switch. After a few trials . fluid 
leakage thru the septum was observed. Thi s leakage may have been caused by a small 




The se ptum was re placed and the needles deb urred; no further leakage occured. As a 
byproduct problem. fluid leak age thr u the septum activates the sample containe r 10 
sensors. This ca uses the system to bel ieve that a sample conta iner is in place 
•• and thus inhibits other system operations . Thi s condition i s eviden t by the fl ash-
ing COLL swi tch indicator light and by the sampl i ng ass embly i l l ummati on l ight ON 
.. 
condition . The system can be returned to normal by r emoving the flu id fi lm f rom 
the 10 sensors . 
4.3.2 Overfil l Protecti on 
Several sample conta iners were comple tely fil led (and thus sub jected t o full urine 
pump pressure) wi thout leakage . However . in te rnal venti ng of this pressu re on re-
moval of the sample con taine r did not occur . resulti ng in ext ernal f l uid re l ease 
in the sampling assembly cavity (and activat ion of the 10 sen sors as noted in 4. 3.1 
above ) . This problem was el iminated by add ing a second hole in the sample contai n-
er needle. Thi s second hole was located 0.100 inches further towards t he need le t ip 
from the firs t hol e . Thu s . after inadve rtant overf i lling (p ressur izi ng) of the 
sample container. withdrawi ng the sample con tainer abou t 0.100 inches and holdi ng 
in thi s position for 5 t o 10 seconds permits the sampl e conta iner to vent i nternally 
(as ori gi nal ly planned) . The sampl e contai ner may then be removed. Note that for 
small fluid volume inpu ts to the sys tem. a mix ture of f lui d and air will be pumped 
i nto the sample container. To offset any res idual compression of this air . the 
abo ve withdr awal procedure should be used. 
4.3 .3 Cross - Con t ami nation 
No rigorous evaluation of cross - contamination was attemped. Instead. first cut 
eval uat ion was made by adding a 87 ml fresh urine fluid input followed by the dump 








Next, a 10 ml sample was obtained (via a sample container) and visually compared 
with the fresh water input. No difference in color was observed. A second test 
using 54 ml of urine and followed by a 50 ml fresh water input gave the same re-
sult. 
The phase sepa rator residual was found to be about 12 ml. This volume wa s deter-
mined by removing the phase separator inlet side housi"9 (immediately following the 
last flush cycle) and pouring out the residual fluid. 
The residual consists of flush water and carryover from the previous fluid input. 
The worse case is a very large previous urine input so that the carryover is essent-
L ially urine, i.e., flush water from previous cycle has ne gligib le effect on residual 







and two 59 ml flush water cycles, 0 .343 ml of urine will remain in the residual, 
(compared to the 0 .5 maximum specified). For a relatively small (100 ml) urine in-
put, 0.272 ml will be retained in the residual for mixing with next fluid input. 
For the above worse case condition, Figure 5 shows the percentage of urine in the 
next fluid input carried over from the previous input. 
If a lower cross-contamination level is desired, a second flush can be ini iated 
before the next system use. 
4.3. 4 Se ptum Life 
Separate septum life tests were accomplished (see PIR lR60-75-l59 for details). 
Test results indicate a septum life in excess of 500 samole container insertion/with-
drawa 1 cycles. 
4.3.5 Stora ge 
A prototype sample container was filled with urine and stored at O°F. The subsequent 
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4.3.6 Purge Vol ume • 
Purge vo 1 ume \~as determi ned i ndi rec t1y by noted the pres sure sensor output vo ltage 
(via the test connector) just before and after actuation of the PURG switch. These 
values were then related to fluid vol ume using Figure 2. The purge volume was 
consistant at 14 m1 for the fluid inputs checked (150,200 and 700 101) . 
4.4 Mechanical/Electrical 
4.4.1 Mechan i ca 1 
4.4. 1 .1 Operating Time 
Figure 6 shows system operating time from start of the dump cycle to automatic shut-
off. Note tha t the time from start DUMP to TLM out includes a 25.6 sec delay trig-
I. gered when the pressure sensor output drops to about 0.7 volts (equivalent to about 





The apparent hi gher pump-out rate for an increase in input volume may be due to two 
factors. As the input volume increases , the in put pressure to the ur i ne pump in-
crea se s thus increasing the flow rate. When the fluid volume remaining in the 
phase separator drops to below about 75 m1, some ai r s tarts to be pumped along with 
the fluid, the proportion of air increas i ng as pump-out conti nues. Thus the flui d 
flow rate drops and a proportionate longer t ime is required before the 40 m1 tri g-
ger (cut-off) level i s reached . 
4.4.1.2 Urine Pump Rate 
Fi gure 7 shows the average uri ne pump flow rate requ i red to redu ce t he i ni t i al i n-
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4 . 4.1.3 Fl ush Water Use 
With the urinal hose disconnected fr om th ~ phase separator, the flush water input 
was collected and weighted . The amount per flush averaged 59 ml. Assuming an 
effective portable flush water reservoir capacity of 5.0 liters (total volume minus 
5%), 42 BMS use cycles are possible before refilling t he por table reservoir . 
4.4 . 1.4 Transport Airflow 
The pressure drop due to the transport air flow was measured in two separate t ests : 
one for the urinal hose and urin -l; the other for the BMS hard. 3re wi t hout the 
urinal or outlet hoses connected. Test results are shown in Fi gure 8. Curve A 
shows the pressure drop at various flow rates for the urina ~ hose only. Curve B 
shows the resul ts for the BMS wi thout the uri na 1 or outlet hose. The two cu r ves 
are added to show the total pressure drop through the system. 
The plots do not show the contribut :on of the outlet hose . The ID of this hose is 
larger than that of the urinal ~ose and the length has been arbitrarily selected 
(as it will de;;:: ilG on the relative position of the BMS and the WCS). In its pre-
sent configuration, this hose cor.tributes a pressure drop of 1/2 inch W. G. Max. 
at 8 CFM. 
4.4.1.5 Component Operating Temperatures 
During the calibration tests, the BMS (with aft cover removed for access to the test 
connector) was operated almost continuously over periods ran ging up to about three 
hours duration. At no time did the surface of such active elements as the mo tors 
or electrcnic box feel more than slightly warm to the t ouch. 


























4.4.2.1 Shock Hazard 
The resistance between the ground strap terminal and the phase separator motor was 
determined to be less than 0.01 oh m (lower reading limited by sensitivity of meter ). 
Similar results were obtained for the ground strap terminal and bezel combination. 
4.4.2.2 limit Voltage Operation 
A DC Input range of 24 to 32 volts did not appear to influence the operation of 
the BMS. 
4.4.2.3 Input Power 
Table 10 shows t he phase separator motor power characteristics; Table 11 shows 
the phase separa tor motor power as a function of input fluid volume. Based c 
these two tables, phase separator input power will range from about 24 to 34 watts. 
BMS peak input power occurs at actuation of either the PURGE, SAMP or DUMP switches. 
At this instant, the urine pump, phase separator, solenoid value and electron ics 
are all operating . Thus peak power required for the BMS is as shown in Table 12 . 
4.5 Misc. Observat ';ons/Data 
4.5. 1 Airflow Sens or 
The airflow sensor set point must accommodate the increased air temperature due to 
100°F fluid i nputs. lnus the set pOint, if based on coo ler ambient temperature air-
flow, may be too low. This will cause the airflow sensor to erroneously indicate a 
low airflow condition for 100°F fluid inputs. 
4.5.2 Number of Tests 
Between 400 and 500 COll/DUMP sequences were successfully completed to obtain the 
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Table 10 Phase Separator Power l 
Moto r Power 
Moter Speed In ut Out ut 
398. k rpm 20 watts o watts 
394. 8 28 8 
391.4 38 17 
388.1 47 25 
381.4 56 34 
368.0 67 40 
lAs Supplied by Motor Vendor 
Table 11 Ph ase Separator Opera ting Speed 
Input Vo 1 ume 
o ml 395.6 to 396.4 rpm 
50 393. 9 to 394.3 
100 393 .7 to 394. 3 
200 353 . 3 to 393 . 9 
300 393 . 2 to 393 . c 
400 393.0 to 393.3 
500 393 t. to 394. 1 
600 392.8 to 394. 1 
700 392.7 to 394.6 
SOO 392 .6 to 393 .0 
900 392.7 t o 393. 1 
IAmbient Temperature Water 
20a ta From Second Calibration Test; Input Voltage 
Frequency Cons tan tat 398/399 Hz 
Table 12 Estimated BMS Peak Power 
st . ower Regulre 
Com onent ~OO Hz Oc 
Phase Separa tor 34 wa tts 
Urine Pump 25 
So 1 enoid Value 7 watts 
E1 ec tron i cs 














6 ,5 GSE Supplemental Information 
GE sketch 56236-680, "I n terconnect \~i ring Di agram". BMS bSE, 
PIR lR60-75-160, "Ground Station Receiver Design " , 
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GROUND STATION RECE I VER DESIG~ 
IN FORMAT ION REQUE STED/ RELEASED 
The ground station receive r accepts the serial data transmit ted by the B~!S d ccod~s , 
stores, and conve r t s it to a print ed forma t . 
Referring to sch~~at ic I, t he incoming Manche sle r I I b iphase data is converted t o 
TTL level by A3 and its associa t ed circuits. It should be noted t ha t t he input i e ~r c ~, ­
for me r- coup l ed into A3. A18 and A7 f orm a trans it ion detector resetting A15. A15 LS 3 
counter used to ext r~ ct a 2 MH z clock from the data. A16 i s a 16 ~lHz crys t al osc1 1' . .\ co" 
which dr ives A1 5. The generated 2 ~z clock i s used to sample t he incomi ng oata str ~~::: 
AS, A6, and A8 formbg a de tector fo r t he i ll ega l Mancheste r II bi t charac t e r i:inr, ~ ,·".c . 
Upon it s de tec tion, " 1 ~lHz clock is foroed which is ,-sed t o clock t he r e!:l ining 16 ci t s 
of data (17 bit s mi nus parity ) inlO t he data storage r egis ter consis ting of A20 , A3 ~ , A2 , 
A28 , A27 and A26 . Th i , process is repeated for the remaining two wor ds in a tran ''''ls 5 j ~n . 
Referring to sche~a t ic 2 , A37 i s a time r which activates the pr i nt c~c le app:o~ i :::1 t~; ~ 
one mill isecond af te r rletection of the f i r s t sync , A9 , AIO, Al~ , A14 , A24 and A23 pcrf ~ ~ ~ 
t he l ogic necessar y to control selector switches A38 , .\39 , A40 , A~8, A49, A50 dn u ;" ~ j 'oU ch 
s elect t he dat a to be pdnted on each line . A5 3 through A60 pe r form a binnr ;; - t o- bbar::-
coded-decima l conversion upon the r eceived da ta. The resultant outputs are pr es nt ed t C' 
t he printe r. 
A35 provides the necessary pu ls e width for the PR INT command. The rulse width is 
not cr itical , t he one mil l isecond value being in th e middle of the accep table range 
(1 microsecond t o 300 microseconds) , The PRI~7 co~and is delayed by A34 to a l ow t i~e 
for the data to se t tle afte r being switched at the end of th preceding l ine. 
Figures 6 and 7 ar e timing diagrams f or the above processes . Figures 3, 4 and 5 
contain wiring details . 
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DPP- 7 DIG ITAL PANEL PRINT ER 
F E A TURES 
• 3 LineslSecond OEM·Reliable Thermal Printer 
• Includes All Electronics for BCD In puts 
• 6 Numeric (.alumns and Sign 
• Selectable Laading Zero Blanking 
• Positive or Negative TrlHl TTl/DTL Inputs 
• +5VDC Power (2.3 Ibs.) or AC (4.2 Ibs.) 
• $476.00 Single Quantity 
• Last LIne Visible I mmedlately Altar Printing 
DESCRIPTIDN 
Imagine a low cost 7-column pane!· 
mounting printer just slightly larger than 
most digital panel meters. Imagine this 
lightweight, high·reliability digital panel 
printer Installed in your instrument or 
system front panel . And imagine an ink-
less, non·impaCl' thermal printing method 
with only two moving parts which will 
last for years. 
This is Oate:', miniature 3 line per seeond 
DPP·7 thermal panel printer. A no-non· 
sanse, simple to apply, OEM-designed 
digital o.Itputdevice that weigh. in at only 
2.3 pounds 11,IKg). OEM featuresare de· 
signed In to the DPP·7 such IS salectable 
leading zoro blanking, selectable positive 
or negativI true coding Inputs Ind choice 
of +5VDC or AC line power. Full parlUII 
TTL input BCD electronics arl included 
as standard. 
Othlr OEM design ftltures Include a se· 
~ion of printout form.tl t manual print 
and advance front panel switch, and I 
low'paper switch output. A unique 
mounting technique uses In aluminum 
housing which attaches dirtctly through I 
front pane! cutout. This housing perman· 
ently holds thl alectronics. Iithough the 
mechancial assembly can be completlly 
removed for paper replacement using I 
,inglt front panel thumbscrew. As the 
mechanical a sembly Is removed, It dis· 
conntcts from thl Internal eltctronics PC 
board conntctors, so that no I ~"I power 
oltages are exposed during paper reload· 
ing. However, the externel PC board con· 
nectors II the r .. r of the c ... remain con· 
nected to the Internal Ilectronics. 
2 
The housing supports the woight of the 
mechanical assembly and is mounted on I 
front panel through a 4.50" x 2.72" CUI' 
out and ...,ured by four screws. Three 
DPP·7 panll printers Cln conveniently be 
mounted across I 19" x 3·112" high rack 
mount penel. 
OEM pricing makes the DPP·7 idell for 
instrument products. Comparable Impact 
parallel printers with BCD decoding and 
drivI electronics usually list for mora 
than the OPP·7. 
St~ndard ,.".. wide thermographic 
papers ara used in handy 150 foot rolls 
giving about 9,000 lines per roll with 
6 lines per inch. The 7-segn1ent digits are 
.165" high with left-of-diglt decim.1 
points selectable It each digit . Sovln col· 
umn printing formats include sign.nd 
six digits or 2-channel \ident) digits, sign 
and 4 data digits. Other 7 column decimll 
formats are also Ivallabll. 
The OPP-7 ~igital Panel Printer extends 
back 6.2" from the front surface of the 
mounting panel (8.62" for the AC pow· 
ered versions), Including space Illowance 
for the two 3O-conductor PC board con· 
nectors or AC fuses. 
Thr .. unlv ... al AC line voltages (1 00, 
lIS, Ind 230 VAC) will power thl OPP·7 
Printer IS well IS +5VOC at 20 Wins IVor-
age (8 Amps peak). 
Tha DP ·7 Is ruggedly built, using I sim· 
pie, but sophisticated mechanical design 
which i. optimized for heavy duty OEM 
applications. A propriet.ry ,J1rinthead 
character cOltlng .lIows the head to be 




2.3 Lb. P.lOel·Mounting Featherweight 
At 2.3 p)uods (1 ,lKg) the DPP·7 DC version is one of the lightest 
panel-mounted recording instruments available. It is directly compatible 
with the size, shape and interfacing of Digital Panel Meters. 
OEM Rel iable - only Two Moving Parts 
Instead of the usual assembly of ratchets and gears, the DPP·7 Digital 
Panel Prin ter needs only two long·life moving parts - a linear solenoid 
and rotary clu tch. Two l /S" excursions of this solenoid connen.ed to 
the one·dllection rotary clutch cause one li.,e advance. There are no 
banging hammers or twirling printwheels to fail and to cost extra in 
assembly. All electronics use low power Schottky TTL logic, assuring 
minimal heat rise and long, service· free life. Components have been 
generously derated and were selected particularly for their OEM reliabil-
ity. A full one-year warranty provides further assurance of product 
excellence. An absolute minimum of maintenance is needed. Pr inthead 
deaning required in other thermal printers can safely be ignored be-
cause of the wiping action of the paper. 
Complete with Binary Coded Decimal Inputs 
Datel's Miniature DPp·7 Printer is complete with BCD electronics. Many 
oompetitive printers don't include full parallel BCD or If they do, it is 
an expensIVe additional chasses with bulky cabling and unique power 
requirements. Datel's little DPp·7 printer is ready to use and all BCD 
I/O logic (with selectable positive or negative true TTL coding) " 
built in. 
+5VDC or AC Line Powered 
Take your pick of power voltages. Use either +5 Volts DC or 100, 115, 
or 230 Volts AC, 47 to 440 Hz. The +5VDC cronter offers the smallest 
package, only 6 ,2 inches (158 mm) deep and only 2.3 pounds 0,1 Kg) . 
The +5V version requires I regulated power supply capable of 8 Amps 
peak during print cycles while the AC version can accept a variety of 
uniYersal worldwid. power voltages and is slightly longer than the DC 
version. 
Thermal Pnnthead 
Printing couldn't be Simpler Heat senSItive thermographiC paper IS 
poSitioned under six deCimal digits In ' ·segment format. Each dlqlt 
oonSlsts of conductive thlckftlm resistor matrix segments deposlt~d on a 
ceramic substrate. Segment·parallel, dlgltsenal power pulses are applied 
to each digit for 25 milliseconds. 12A heating then darkens the papt'r 
In contact With the heated segments, leaVing crisp. black printed digits. 
A proprietary. thermally conductive surface on the thickfllm elements 
has high weir resistance allOWing a conservative 3 million line print 
head Itfe . Characters are formed along the bottom edge of the prIOt 
head so they may be vl.wed Immed iately after pnntlf1g. ORIGINAL 
OF POOR QU~ 
3 
T 
SPECIFICATIONS (TYPICAL Q +25°C UNLESS NOTED ) 
General 
Number af columns: 7 
7-c:olumn forINts ,,"lIlbIe: 
"' leading ± sign and 6 decimal digits 
b, 2 leading Idont or chen .... 1 digits. ±s;gn and 4 dlta 
digits 
Dtcimal digit formlt: 
7-segment 0 to 9 digits .165" (4 mm' high with 10° sllnt 
I nd selectable left decimal point. 
Printing mothod: 
Thick f ilm thermal print head. b laek charact.rs on whitt 
peper (using 3M Type 161 peper' 
Prinlar paper: 
1.7S" wide x 150 feet long. (44.5 mm x 45 m'. 3M.type 
161 the" ... 1 paper roll with the thermal surface facing 
away from the centtr of the roll. 
P""r advance: 
Via linear solenoid and one-diroctlon rotary clutch. 
Performance 
Max. printing rate: 3 lines per teCOnd 
Print end Plll"r advlnce cycle: 330 milliseconds 
line speeing: 0.2 Inch (5 mm' 
line density: 5 lin .. per Inch 
line capeclty per paper roll: approx. 9.000 lines 
Minimum print head lifo: 3 million lines 
A.erage print pulse on·tlme: 25 mSec. (height .arled by 
temperature feedback' 
'npuu 
DTLlTTl compatibl., selectabl. positi •• or negati.e true. 
level senslti.e. TTlLS low po"",r Schottky logic used on III 
inputs. 
Logic L.vets: 
+2.OV < "I" < +6.0V 
OV < "0" < +O.5V I Noto TTLLS 
OV < "I" < +O.6V logic 1 ••• ls 
+2.0V < "0" < +6.0V 
PositivI tru.: 
Negati .. truo 
Note: Pullup resistor. to +5V mlY be optlonilly re' 
moved on III inputs Ind outputs. 
Deta: (24 lines' 
Full pariliol BCD (1·2 .... 6'. selectlble posit; •• or nega. 
ti •• true. 1 TTLLS load plus 10 K ohm pullup to +SV. 
~y be used with Form A (normally open, or Form ~ 
(normally closed' switch closure Inputs. ltvtl senslti .. 
(ris.ti ..... non-criticoll. 
01 .... Dlta Pollrlty: (Pin Cl·81t1 
Stlects input polarity of dati . decimal points Ind % sign 
.... nultaneously. 
lOW • positi •• true coding 
HIGH· negative true coding 
II TTlLS loads. plus 1 K ohm pullup to +5V.I ... lsensl· 
tive 
Print and AdYl_ Command: (Pin Cl ·814' 
ltvtl sensitive for Form A or Form e contaCt closure. 
selectahla pcliti .. or negati .. tru • . 
1 TTlLS load pius 10K ohm pullup to +5V. 
Pulse Width : 1 miscrosecond to 200 mStc (dati must 
be .alid 1 I'sec. after I .. ding edge Ind 500 nSec. 
before the print command'. 
Maximum print command rate: 3 per second. 
Paper advlnce automatically occurs Ilttr digit print· 
ing. Holding print command TRUE Iongot' than 
the busy output is true (200 to 330 mSec. typ' 
causes continuous 3 li .... stsec. printing. 
Olen .. Print Polarity: (Pin Cl·87' 
HIGH · neg3ti •• true coding 
LO..... • positi •• true coding 
1 TTLLS load. plus 10K ohm pullup to +5V. le •• 1 sensi· 
tl ••. 
lMdlng Zero SUpprHS: (Pin Cl·B4' blinks III I.adlng 
zero's to the loft of decimal point oxcopt I zoro just 
I.ft of the decimal point 
HIGH · leading as blankad 
lOW • full print (no suppr .. slon' 
2 low Power TTL loads. plus 10K ohm pullup to +5V. 
tevet sensitive. 
Minus Sign: (Pin Cl·81' 
Selectable positi.e or negative truo using detl 10 .. 1 select 
input. 
1 TTLLS load. plus 10K ohm pullup to +5V .I.vel sensi· 
tiv •. 
Plus Sign: (Pin Cl·A5' 
(Selectable positive or negatl .. true using chlnge dlta 
polarity input'. (Minus sign must liso be printad since 
it is used ., tha horizontal portion of the plul lign' . 
1 TTllS load. plus 10K ohm pullup to +SV.lov.1 sensi· 
tivi. 
Note: Printing "pl,,~" sign only results in vertic.1 port ion 
of plus sign. Se, abov •. Usable IS 100% tNerrange digit 
Bt.nkad Chtrtctar: 
Cr .. tad by loadin<j 1·1·1·1 in I gi •• n column. Con be 
hard·wirad . 
Dtcimal Points: (6 lines' 
1 TTLLS loed, plus 10K ohm pullup to +5V, 1 ••• lsensi· 
tiv •. 
(Selectable positi.o or nogatl •• true using change dlta 
pollfity inpuul. 
No-Print P ...... Advance: (Pin Cl·A3' 
Ground this line 7015 mSec to ed •• nce one lin • . Hold 
to ground for c\>ntinuous Idvlnc •• t 6.7 lines per 
second. 
1 TTLLS load plus 10K ohm pullup to +5V. 
No Print hper Ad.lnce: 
May also be cr •• ted by loading the Illegal BCD ch.raetor 
1·1·1· 1 In III decimll locations. .nd disabling .11 
decimal ~nts and t St9ns. then Initiating I print! 
ed •• nce comm.nd. 
Tel: (Pin C2.B6' 
LOW • ± .8 .11 .8 .8 .8 .8 printout when print/ad •• ".,. 
commlnd is 11'.10. 
1 TTllS load. plus 10K ohm pullup to +SV.levtlsensi· 
tive. 
Ch.n .. 8IMY PoI.rlty: (Pin Cl·A2, 
HIGH · poslti •• true busy out 
lOW • negatl •• true busy out 
1 TTllS load. plul 10K ohm pullup to +SV, 1 ... 1 Mnsi· 
tivi . 









Positivo truo: OV" "0"" +O.4V 
+2.4V" "1" .. +5.0V 
Nogatl .. truo: +2.4V .. "0" .. +5.0V 
OV" "1"" +O.4V 
Busy: CPin C2-S12) COpen collector TTL 7438 with 
1 K ohm pullup to +5V) 
Romoins TRUE during IJrint Ind edyance L'Yclo Copproxl· 
motoly 200 to 330 millisoconds) . Data Inputs mlY bo 
changed 500 nSec. Ifter trlnsitlon to TRUE. N.xt 
print commend can bo .nlbled whon busy goes 
FALSE. Seloctobl. positiYO or ntgItivl true. lQ TTL 
loods. 
Out of Poper: CPin C2-B4) ... clwo. Po. 10 
Switch opening yia mechanicll powl when approx. 
6' C2m) of paper are left on roll. Piper roll Yisuilly indio 
ClItos "low paper" within 10 to 15 fHt C3 to 4.5m) of 
.nd of roll u\ing red stripe on roll. Switch is in seri.s 
with PC board contocts which disconnect If printer 
mechlnitm is not complet.ly se.ted in ClIse. Open switch 
contacts or print mechanism removed will disabl. both 
locil Ind remotl print command. Pin C2·B4 has an In· 
t.mll 1 K ohm pullup to +6V normilly groun1ed by 
switch bofore poper is low. 
Front Panel 
LED red power ..... lamp 
I'Ipor Quantity Indic:rtor: 
Mechlnical pointer which rid .. on poper roll, indicating 
relltiy. lmount of paper left. 
I'Ipor Roll Rt pl_t: 
By sliding out front ponel printer Issembly. PC board 
interlock IUtomoticaliy disconnects III po_r to printer 
ISSImbly and power supply with olectronics r.moln with 
housing ClIO. RlmoY11 by I singlo D.us·typo front ponel 
thumbscrew. 
Print/Remota/Advl not 
Front ponot 3 position toggle switch, IIlble in center 
position CREMOTE), must bo hold In top CADVANCE) 
or bottom CPR INT) positions. 
ADVANCE: 
When switch is h.ld up, tho printer continuously Id· 
Ylnc .. poper without printing It I 6 .11inl por socond 
reto. Piper may be manually advlnced simply by 
pulling paper out of front opening .t any timl. 
REMOTE: 
Center position enables IU oxternll inputs. 
PRINT: 
Whon switch is pushed down, printer pronts one line 
Ind stops. After print Ind Idvlnce, oxt"nol input 
is Iccoptod oyon if the switch is hold down. 
Temperature Ranges 
Operating: 0 to +4Q'C Cto +6O°C It cleroted speed) 
Storl ,,: ·25°C to +BSoC CPoper dlrkons lboyo +6OoC) 
Activo printhoed "mporlturt .. nsor is tmployed to 
molntain proper print how temporoturo ot oil ambl· 
ent ttmporoturos and during -.nup. 
Po wer S u pply 
+5 Volt Vorslon: 
4 Amps .. erago curront C20 Witts dissipation) ot 3 
lines/soc. max. printing rlt •. 0 0 Watts, typ in stlnd· 
by) 
Segment·poraUel, chlrect,,'serial printing requir .. 
+5V 0 B Amps peak, duty cycl. is 10 to 90% c!,lrlng 
print Ind adYlnce period.' 
Seporlt. PC board connection IYlillbl. to supply 
"clean" C±2'l(, 0 .3 Amp) 5 yolts to logic ltCtion. 
logic spik.s mull bo hold to 50mV mix. pk·pk. 
Unregulated +SV C±lO%) connected through 1/4" 
spode terminll connector, 16 gauge wire or lor ... not 
to .xceed t.n feet C3 metors). 
Fuse: 
7 Amp SLO·BLO, 1/4" x 1·1/4" 
oS Amp curr.nt pulses on Ind off during print and 
IdYance cyclo from 10 to 90% duty cycl. Cdepends 
on charecter printed, I.lding '''OS, etc.). S Amp, 
S to 20 msec. pulses occur ... ""1 tim.. ..r socond in 
standby. 
Power consumption varies with print r81I, leading 
'.roes, digits printed. signs and decimal points. 
Power Supply 
ACVersion: 
105·125 VAC, 57~3 H. 0 40 watts mIx Cl0 Witts, 
typ standby) 
Option": 
205-240 VAC, 47~3 Hz 0 40 watts mIx Cl0 watts, 
typ standby) 
Optional: • 
90-110 VAC, 47-03 H. 0 40 Witts mix 00 Witts, 
typ standby) 
AC Fu .. : 1/4" x 1·1 /4" SU" MOL or equiYalent 1/2 
A, SLO·BLO, 115VAC, 1/4A, SLO·SLO, 230 VAC. 
Noto: Ceso is isollted from 5V A<ound Ind AC line. A _rot. 
splde terminol is included to ground c.st. 
+SV, 200mA mIX. logic power out ... ilable with AC 
version. 
Connectors 
Doll I nd Controls: Cand optionol logic +5V) 
C2)30-conductor 05 por sido) . 
Doubhl-sldod PC board connectors. 
0.1" contors, Viking .3VH15/1JN·5 or equiYllent 
C$3.95 .ach, 2 inchldld with printe". 
+SV Power 
C2) 1/4" spade termin" connectors, included. 
ACPo_r 
,1)Doublt 1f4" spade torminll connector. Mat. to • 
9115 AC lino cord Cincludod). 
>------
Weight (with housing and full paper roll) 
5 
5 Volt Version: 2.3 Ibs. 0,1 Kg) 
AC Vlrsion: 4.2~lb=s.~ ___ C:.:l:::,9:.:.K:!g:..) _ _ 
Dimensions CU ... #4 h.rdwa, .' 
Front panel mounting cutout: 
4.60" WIDE x 2.72" HIGH Cl15 mm x 69 mm) 
Front ponel Be •• 1 dimensions: 
5.25" WIDE x 2.82" HIGH 034 mm x 72 mm) 
Dopth behind front surface of mounting J)5nellnclud' 
1ng clearlllOl for rNr PC conn,ctors Ind fuses: 
5V V ... ",.., : 8.2" Cl58 'nm) 














DDp·7 PRINTER PINOUT 
Reier to the drawings on the bottom of page 6. 
Connecter Pinouts Ar. Shown A. Viewed From Rur Of Print .. 
Connector CI 
A ·B 
1. Dec Pt .0000 
2. Chg. BusV PolaritY 
3. No Print Ad'/enoe 
4. Logic & Pwr. Gnd. 
5. Sign "I" 
6. DeePt .O 
7. Dec Pt.OO 
B. BCD 400,000 
9. BCD 20 
10. BCD 2 
11 . BCD 100,000 
12. BCD 10,000 
13. BCD 40 
14. BCD 400 
15. BCD 4,000 
NOTES 
S.gn 
Dec Pt .00000 
Dec Pt .000000 
Leading Zero Suppress 
Dec Pt .000 




Chg. Oat. PolaritY 
+6V Logie Power 
Print Command 
BCD 4 
1. +5V conta:tI te1·B13 &: C2-B13) .re intern.Uy 
connected 
2. Ground contlCts tel ·A .. &: C2·SS' are internallv 
connected 
3. On DC ModIll, +5V Contactl tel ·B13 It C2·B13' 

















. - - -
A B 
BCD B,OOO BCD 800,000 
BCD 80,000 
End of Paper 
Logic & Pwr. Gnd. 
Enable Print Test 
BCD 800 




BCD 1,000 +5V Logic Power 
BCD 10 
BCD 100 BCD 1 
logic spik .. Inl thin 5OmV. pk-pk). The .. +5V 
logIC power confects m.y be connected to the htgh 
CUr,.nt +5V SPade t"mlnal it extlrnal regulltlon 
Will hold +5 1 25VOC.t the printer while print· 
ing. (Current 8 Amps mnl 
4. On AC Modell, +5V contlCts (Cl-E113 &: C2·B13) 
will prowidl +6V power OUt .t 200mA m'M. 
















BCD INPUTS Binary Coded Decimal inpu ... shown cross·,.terenced to thei, c:ormponding connecton and pin&. 
For other print forrn.u (see ordlring 
fiPJide. PO. 12) blanktd columnl Will 
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PAPER LOADING 
HOW TO LOAD PAPER 
1. Shut off aU power to the print .. If 
the print.. utII • ....,... power 
.witch. 
2. Slide out tho prlnl .. moo:honIIm by 
first IooIenlng the front PlMf ttlUmb. 
ta' ... countllfCloclcwlM until It 1tOPI. 
Pull the _ Iinnly lInIighl 
out and me front .. nel/prinl8r .. 
tembty will .lide out ,II the MY. 
Some '(wCI mIY be needed to re .... 
tho Int .. "" PC connection. 
3. Rei.. tho poper 1<*Ilng door by 
puilino fOfVlerd until it It~ This 
automoIlcoIly lilts lhe thermoI prinl· 
_ the pod one! .....,., the prln_ 
ribbon cobl. 1_ photol until _ 
..,.,..,. It front Plnet lIot. IN su,. 
the peper " thr-"d from me r.r 
ond __ the roll . ,,-"""'lei 
be cut Itniight Kt'OU for IMY inser· 
lion. Onty tho ""tilde POP" ourf_ 
is u-ted for printing. 
7. Pull peper through front PI_ lIot, 
elCH the _loodIng d_ one! .11do 
the printGt rnec:Mnilm bKk into the 
housing. Prws the front Pinel printer 
aIIImbIy firmly into the housing as 
, •• it will go. Thil will IfIIt the 
int""'" PC bowel c:onnectton. 
hr .... 'rom the peper drive roIl« ( ... 
photo). RemOlfe .... Y pe.,.. from. 8. 
preYioul rotl. 
Rotat. the thurnl:Jlaew dockwi .. un-
tit It ItQPI and ttwn an powIf. Paper 
INIY be _.....,Iy odvonced .impIy by 
pulling out of the front lIot. 
4. Pull tho .-Inlng __ kword 
out from under the printh..t. Gf'IIP 
both endt of the PIP« roll u:11 with 
finglllrti,. Met pull .tr ..... t ~ out of 
the printer ...... y. The ax" will 
aUde p.rt the circul .. Ixl. retainJng 
spring •• hown in the photo. 
"-'intI .... roll 
6. Slid, thl ...,.,. roll ax" out of the 
uted pel*' roll end reinsert the .. .. 
In I new roll. 00 not discwd .... 111 
The poper roll II Dote! port .....-
9101 ouppIied only in box. 01 ten 
rol .. Orderboxnumber9114($19.951. 
Spere 1.1. ere o.tel swt number 
9062,15_. 
RIIMdlnglummwy: 
1. t.oo.n thumboa_, pull OUI _ 
Mlism. 
2. Un _Ioedlng door. 
3. Lift out used roll end reinsert .xI_ in 
new roll. 
4 . ."... new rOtI .m .... into .xl •• Iot 
.... drcuI ... pring. 
5. Thr_ peper over top of roll .nd 
unrUr prinm..t out through front 
...net ..... ClaM door. 
8 . SlkN the new roll .nd the •• 1_ past 8. Push n'leC:Nniam ~ into howlno 














An ideal use for the DPP-7 is to record analog valufJs from a 
BCD output AID convener or Digital Panel Meter, A simple 
external clock circuit or an AID converter with an adjust-
able conversion rate can be used to form a printing data 
logger, With the addition of Datel '$ digital time'of-day 
clock and data acquisition module, a complete multi-chan-
nol logging system can be made. See page 11. 
Most scientific and analytical instruments with digital inter-
facing capability will have full parallel BCD outputs which 






"".NT PULSE " SWITCH JD • J ",,;.0 
I'1tINT .. ~ TIMING ~ • ~AESS ,"0 O,I,TAi.OCII(OOT roNTROl 
"''' 
"ow>' ~ lEAOtP+G ~ ZEROS . ." iQi: 
r- IR UAOlNG 









1- VI:;Itt, SIGN 
.N .... !.!!. TUT "fliNT ........ . 1.1.11 
END OF P,,"III 
• r- -, 
I 1 OCIOC CONVERTER 
I AND REGULATOR I IOC VElt5l0 NI I 
I I L _________ J
Use the DPP-7 with Datel's autoranging DM-2000AR Digi· 
tal Panel Meter to create an analog sampling system with 
3-% digit resolution over 3 decades from 200mV to 20V 
full scale. See page 11. 
Using the DPP·7 printer with. DPM will allow faster sam· 
pling than taking readings by hand or by visual sampling of 
the DPM readout. Longer·term variations and drifts are 
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This printout mlV be Uled IS 
• 100% "Wftlnge leading:"1 digit 
if the s n i~ not used 
" 
. , 

















0------( ~~ "'" SIGN 




.. _..... stGN 
CHG. OATA ~-AR1TY 
LOGICGND, 
f'RIN"T· CI 
I 'OUT AI 




Use the coding schemes Ibove lince the vertl(:_ ,nd 
horizontal portions of the sign are l808fatt inputs. 
APPLICATIONS 
BCD Source to Printer Block Diagram 
When used with. Otgital Panel Meter or AID convert., with 
BCD output, the interconnection. with the Printer .r. midi 
I' shown her" The converter or OPM', output connect. to 
the printer input. The EOC 'f usy) output gener,t" • print 
pul .. using a monollobl, Ina , system getl Inhibitl further 
conyerslon' until the print and .avence .r. completed. 
A bask: Interface of this tYpe i, detailed in the CircUit on page 
11 . Mor. logic may be '«Iuir,d if Iny coding It Inwrttd a'· 
though this may be .c:comodat.d by the .I-. Ilble coding 
f,ature of thl OPP-1. Some types of conversion 'Vltlms 
might require time·lYnchronou. itv." ,nd woukt need 
more circuitry th,n shown her •. Important circuit detail. 
tww been omitted for clarity. 
BLANKED COLUMNS 
Many appHcations require one or more colurms to be 
blanked . For example, if a printout is needed which dis· 
plays a 4-digit data value with sign and then a 0 to 9 chan· 
nel identification digit, the printout would be: 
±9999 9 
In order to continually blank the second column,the illegal 
BCD digit 1· '·1·1 is hard-wired as follows. The typical 
example shown here assumes negative true coding: 
C2. B 14 )---,B",C",D,--,-,,---; LOG I C 
GND 
( (C;'~.A~9~-::~~ :: .>-------1,. Cl·A4 
Cl·BS 
CHG. DATA r--O +5V 
POLARITY :=; INTERNAL 
<6 .Bl))-- - j lK!l PULLUP TO +5V 
The data is negative true beeaus. pin C ;·B 11 is floated and 
the inlt:nal pullup resistor to +5V automati ... ally causes 
negative true data coding. Other columns can be blanked 
in a similar manner. With P'Dsitive true coding (Cl ·Bll 
and C 1·87 grounded), internal pullup resistors on all BCD 
data inputs will automatically blank all unu~ed columns. 
FUSES 
AC FUM. - are replaced using tM fuseholder on the reor 
panel. 
The fuses are: 
100 or 115 VAC: 1/2 Amp Buss MOL SLO·BLO 
1/4" x 1·1/4" Dr equivalent 
230 VAC: 1/4 Amp Bilos MOL SLO·BLO 
1/4" x 1·1 '4" or equivalent 
DC Fuse. - are replaced by rernoving the 4 "'eet matll 
screw. Ind tM top cover (see photo) . The fuse clip i. l'Deated 
on the top inside edge of the Inner PC card. Use I 1/4" x 










End of Paper Switch 
': , 
t [DC 8USY 
I 
BCD ! DPP) I'D , PRINTER 
Pp 105'1 1'_ ! ONE I SHOT 14123 
The end of paper s~itch is connected in series with a PC 
botrd connector as shown. Opening the switch inhibits 














END OF PAPfA OUTPUT 'PIN C2 141 
J 
APPLICATIONS 
TYPICAL 1t1-CtiANNEL PRINTING DATA LOGGI!R 
BLOCK DIAGRAM Th. DPf'· 7 Print" COl) be combined with othor O,t" offotfte.lhetf modulll to CrMte I comptltIJ 
multich .... neI prJ,,,,,,,. cMtlloggw" .... m d h.,... 
Orcutt .taH, aaon • Power, trim. h~NCI In. 
pu ... !>Vpoui .. end lull ay ...... Iogle hov. _ 
omlned I", cloritY. 
r-------------- ::l _______ , 





I 'Y'. ' .' I With tho oddl n .... D .... •• _ DTC8300 
U)"' VtR1 U I 
\11')01 1 AOC f ~ :' I """'''. I 01111l1li Cloclt, > chon"" dlglttl "",Itipl. _ ,.."t,II" 
• 
..... Of 
, . . 
~--r--r-! 
-- -~ 
and control few nter Input. the printdut will 
lito record the thM of trrv It _ee*, In,.,..,alL 
eon_t D.to! lot """leoti ... lllioton<o . • t", BJ'"Ll''' · I 
: 1 ~ 59.,9 ! 
. " 1 L ________ .J TYPICAL PRINTOUT: 
(v.",UfP 
CHANNEL VALUE 
~ ~ ¥o~ I llATA 
... ~~FfR=~~L.-_ .... 
--
APPLICATION EXAMPLE : 
.... ' .""·J"'PI 
,IU ",. fJl 
D IGITAL PANEL METER TO PRINTER INTERFACE 
The typiral interface circuit shown will connect a OPP·7 
Pri,,!or and a Datel DM·2000AR Autoranging Digital Panel 
"leter . The DPM will shift decimal points over three full 
scale ranges (± .1999V. ± 1.999V. and ± 19.99V) and the 
OPP·7 Printer will automatically print out data with the 
sign and correctly poSitioned decimal points. The OM· 
2000AR Digital Panel Meter is internally set to make two 
samples per second of analog input voltages. The leading 
edge of the EDC (Busy) line from the DPM is used to 
trigger one of the monostables in the 74123 integrated cir· 
-, ... 




:~ : :: _Tl E 
~"-:::M:;:inISoc-::~J 
cuit . Thirty-three milliseconds later. the EOC line is low 
and valid BCD data is available from the DPM. The first 
50mS monostable times out and triggers the second mono-
stable in the 74123. This second monostable produces a 2 
microsecond print pulse. The next start pulse from the 
DPM's internal start clock commands another sampling in· 
tervill and a printout 50 milliseconds after sampling. The 
en t irt~ operation is controlled by the OPM start clock at 
about 2 samples and printouts per second. This clock. _ .... 
be slowed down or contrOlled externally (see DM·2000AR 
data sheet!. 
ORDERING GUIO E So PRINT FO RMATS 
Datel's products are a.ailable both d irect and through GSA. 
If you are connected with a mili tary or federal agency or 
receive federal funds, you may be entitled to purchase 
Date l's Digi tal Panel Printers and o ther products through 
the Gen.. ral Services Admini,tration to e)(pedite requisition-
ing and vrder processi ng. Datel's printer is covered under 
FSC Group 66·17, Part II, GSA Contract No. GS·OOS· 
27959. Contact Datel for assis tance. 
Power 
D - +5VDC 
A - 115VAC 
J · 100VAC 
E - 230VAC 
DPP·7 
MODEL NUM BER 
Print For~! 
1 - ±.9 .9 .9 .9.9 .9 
2 · .9 .9±.9 .9.9.9 
3 -.9 .9 .9.9.9.9 
4 = .9 .9 .9 .9 .9 .9 
5 · .9 .9 .9 .9 .9 .9 
6 = .9 .9 .9 .9 .9 .9 
INote : .9 .9 .9 .9 .9.9 printout 
format can be derived from 
type 2 format by hard·wiring 
a blanked sign) 
Moo.l 9114, Box of 10 paper rolls 
Prices 11 ·9) !includes 2 
connectors, a roll of 
paper, and a 91 15 
l ine cord if an AC 
version). 
DPP·7 
Model 9114 , Box 
o! 10 paper rolls, 
150 ft . per roll 
SALES O FF ICES AND TELEPHONE NUMBERS (For Application, Assi",,,,,. CMI o.",/', Oiroct Office,) 
NORTH AMEA :CA D,rect OfflC:., 
0.,.1 System, tHome OffICe) 
c."ton, Mau. 617·a2S-8000 
Oate' SynM'lI Sant' An., t.hl . 114-835-27S1 
0.1.1 Systems Slint. Ana, (AliI. 
l LA Exchangtl 213·933·7256 
SYnnywl., CAlif , 4(18.733·2424 
INTERNATIONAL · OirKt SUblld" ftft 
o.t .. System. GmbH, Muenc:Mn, 
W. Ger"",ny 08917840 4 5 
O •• el S .... uemt SAR L PMIS, France 603·~74 
o.lel KK Toky o. Jap.n 499-0631 
IlIItel (U.KI Ltd. a..lnglt oke U K. (0256168721 
AUTHORI ZED SALE S R[PRESE NTATI V[.. ... f>,I " 
HuntSVille. A lebama ........ 205-837· 1601 
Phuo:nlli . Am~ 602·996·6130 
w.ttmln.ter , COIOfado ..... 303·4 27·S299 
lighthouse Pt ., FI()f1(ia .. .. 305-943·3076 
Longwood. F !alicIA . 30&422·3686 
St. Peterlbu;9. FIOf Ide .. 813-441 ·1301 
Honolulu. Ha'IIWI! • . . 808-94$-1 !S33 
Oucago, IUlnoli . . . 312·585-S485 
Imhanapoll. , Indiana .. 317·293·0696 
atathe. Kansas .. 913·782·1177 
Tro .... . MIChigan ......... . 313-524-2920 
Minneapolis, M"lnnota . ..... 612·!S44·9 3i3 
Hez.I-:.od. Minoutl . . .... 314-731·5200 
R.leigto:. North <:'rolina . 919-834·3961 
Fort lH. New J4trMy .. , .... 201 ·224-691 1 
Albuquerque , New M .. +CO • 
lIverpool, New York . 
Cleveland, OhIO 
o.y lon. Oh,o 
King·of·Pruwa, PenMyt..,anla 
Pit tlburgtl , ""'n.ylv.",a 
o.lIa •. Texa. 
Houston. T .... 
Arhn,ton. VIr,m,a 
Seanle, W .. h,ngton 
MiI~k", WiK:on.,n .. 
Montreal. CAned<I 
Ottawa, Ont."o c.R8de 
Ruda". Ont_tO c.n.da 
AUTHORIZED SALES REPRESENTATIVES (For.llP') 
019'111 Eteetrontcs 1Mk1iol Pty .• ltd Techmatlon. A""tercUm. 
Sydney, Australia . . . 43 6868 
BKher EI.k1ronilCM Ger." Gel. MBH 
Vienna, AuUr" . . . .. 83 63 0 
Sotro,lfc S.A .. Btunet •• Btttium . 134-58-68.7)4.63·96 
AIS OenbfldQa 
Copenh8ogen , Denmark 
HtlUlinna Oy . . ... !. inkl , Finland 
M'''I Enti"""in~~ • 
101·271 AUalS7S 
(01 ·77) Sunc:l)y . '06 
(90) 681451 
Tel A..,iv, 1" .. 1 244090, 238334 
JG.Et.ctronk ••. r.l, Mileno,I-.lV . 544281 , 543098 
TM Netherlands 020-456955 
er.vid J . Reid Ltd. 
Auckland 1. N.Z . 492·189 
Moroenstl...-nt • Co. AIS 
Oslo IS Norway . . . .. 37 29 40 
F'lltef Jones Elee. Equip . (Ply ,) Ltd. 
Johanl'lftburg. S. Africa 22·]658 
AuPOCa ElectronIC. y S,uames 
MMtrId 16. $paIn • 457·5]·12 
AB Nordqvitt • BetO 
Stockholm, SwtcMn . .. 08 89 04-001 
Int.rtut AG, a.m, Swiuen.nd ,. 031/2:'1'4 81 
54 75.00 
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